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cyber operators, the cognitions of young cyber officers attending the Norwegian 
Defence Cyber Academy have been studied. Findings contributes to the develop-
ment of theory and evidence-based knowledge needed to develop educational 
guidelines for the cyber operator workforce.
Findings indicate that knowledge and understanding of cyberspace as a domain 
of operations and the cognitive competencies supporting cyber operator profi-
ciency are limited. Cognitive agility is proposed as a cognitive competency and 
is associated with higher levels of self-regulation. These findings suggest that 
cognitive competencies can indeed support cyber operator performance. This 
thesis therefore contributes to cyber operator practice and education by suggest-
ing that education and training would benefit from including the development of 
cognitive competencies alongside the technical education and training needed 
to become a cyber operator. In this way, this thesis adds new insight and perspec-
tive into the novel area of cyber operator practice. The results provide the first 
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The theme of this thesis is the role of cognitive competencies in cyber operator practice and 
education. Cyber operator practice is a new field of research where the importance and 
attention is growing rapidly. Research has accumulated a solid amount of knowledge about 
the technical skills required by a cyber operator. However, less is known about the cognitive 
competencies that support cyber operator proficiency. In order to gain insight into the 
cognitive demands of cyber operators, the cognitions of young cyber officers1 attending the 
Norwegian Defence Cyber Academy have been studied. Findings contributes to the 
development of theory and evidence-based knowledge needed to develop educational 
guidelines for the cyber operator workforce. 
 
This dissertation proposes and take steps towards validation of a conceptual framework, The 
Hybrid Space, that describes the cognitive work environment of military cyber operators. The 
Hybrid Space conceptual framework is introduced in the first article of this thesis and is used 
in all parts of the study. Methodological contributions include a method and a software to 
collect quantitative data on cyber operators’ cognitive focus and assess cognitive agility. 
Cognitive agility is proposed as a competence and a measure of cyber operator performance. 
Empirical data collected during a cyber defence exercise support our theoretical assumption 
and helps to further develop The Hybrid Space conceptual framework. 
Findings indicate that knowledge and understanding of cyberspace as a domain of operations 
and the cognitive competencies supporting cyber operator proficiency are limited. Cognitive 
agility is proposed as a cognitive competency and is associated with higher levels of self-
regulation. These findings suggest that cognitive competencies can indeed support cyber 
operator performance. This thesis therefore contributes to cyber operator practice and education 
by suggesting that education and training would benefit from including the development of 
cognitive competencies alongside the technical education and training needed to become a 
cyber operator. In this way, this thesis adds new insight and perspective into the novel area of 
cyber operator practice. The results provide the first indications that cyber operator performance 
can be supported by the development of cognitive competencies during education. 
 
1 Cyber officer and cyber operator are used interchangeably throughout the articles and this extended abstract. The reason is 
that the students undergo the same education, but the position they later get determine their career path and the accompanying 
title. The use of the terms is maturing in both military and civilian sectors. As of now neither finite guidelines nor agreed 










Temaet for denne doktoravhandlingen er rollen til kognitive kompetanser i cyber operatør 
praksis og utdanning. Cyber operatør praksis er et nytt forskningsfelt som har fått stor 
oppmerksomhet de siste årene. Forskning på området har produsert kunnskap om hvilke 
tekniske kunnskaper og ferdigheter en cyber operatør må ha. Mindre kunnskap finnes om de 
kognitive kompetansene som en cyber operatør trenger for å kunne utøve sin praksis effektivt. 
For å få bedre innsikt i de kognitive kravene som cyber operatører stilles ovenfor har jeg 
studert unge cyber offiserer under utdanning på Forsvarets Ingeniørhøgskole2 (FIH). Denne 
avhandlingen bidrar med kunnskap og empirisk grunnlag for å utvikle forskningsbasert 
utdanning for fremtidens cyber operatører.   
 
Avhandlingen fremholder og starter validering et konseptuelt rammeverk, The Hybrid Space, 
som beskriver de kognitive kravene militære cyber operatører må forholde seg til i utøvelsen 
av sitt virke. Rammeverket blir introdusert i første artikkel av denne avhandlingen og blir 
brukt som konseptuelt fundament i resten av avhandlingen. Avhandlingen fremlegger også en 
metode og et dataverktøy som kan brukes til å samle inn kvantitative data om cyber 
operatørers kognitive fokus. Dette dataverktøyet kan også benyttes til å undersøke hvordan 
cyber operatører utviser kognitiv fleksibilitet over tid når de gjennomfører en cyber operasjon. 
Kognitiv fleksibilitet foreslås som et prestasjonsmål for cyber operatører. Empiriske data 
innhentet under en cyberforsvars øvelse bekrefter våre teoretiske hypoteser og bidrar til videre 
utvikling av det konseptuelle rammeverket.  
 
Hovedfunnene indikerer at kunnskap om og forståelse for cyberspace som operasjonsdomene 
og rollen til kognitive kompetanser i cyber operatørens utførelse av cyber operasjoner er 
begrenset. Denne avhandlingen argumenter for at evne til fleksibel kognitiv manøver i 
operasjonsmiljøet, definert som ‘cognitive agility’, er en viktig kognitiv kompetanse for cyber 
operatører som kan predikeres ved å undersøke evne til selvregulering. Disse funnene 
indikerer at kognitive kompetanser kan bidra til å understøtte cyber operatørers prestasjon. 
Avhandlingen bidrar til cyber operatør praksis og utdanning ved å vise til at utvikling av 
cyber operatør kompetanse bør inkludere utvikling av kognitive kompetanser i tillegg til 
utvikling av tekniske kunnskaper og ferdigheter. Med disse funnene bidrar denne 
avhandlingen bidrar til ny innsikt og perspektiv på cyber operatør praksis og utdanning.   
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1 Introduction  
 
This thesis investigates the role of cognitive competencies in cyber operator practice and 
education. A central presupposition is that the emergence of cyber operator practice is a direct 
consequence of the digitization of society. Digitization of society is an ongoing process where 
information and communications technology (ICT) is increasingly interconnected by wired 
and wireless networks, that in turn are connected to the internet at a global scale to aid 
communication and data exchange - creating cyberspace4. Today, cyberspace is an integral 
part of almost all human activity, in private and professional life and in every sector of society 
(Baker, 2016; Castells, 2010; Norman, 2017; Postman, 1993; Tapscott, 2014). Therefore, 
digitization of society is, in this thesis, understood as the merging of cyberspace and society, 
resulting in a ‘digitized society’ that is characterized by dependency on “…digital 
technologies, software, platforms, media and social and digital networks for interaction, 
connectedness, both at work and in people’s everyday lives” (Fransson, 2016, p. 186).  
 
As societies continue to transfer services, information, communications and infrastructure 
control into cyberspace to harvest the promises of digitization, perils such as new forms of 
digital dependencies and cybercrimes5 are created. The interconnectedness of the physical 
world and cyberspace at all levels of society results in humans who now operate extensively 
in a hybrid environment6 (Fransson, 2016). A hybrid environment is, in the context of this 
thesis, the environment that both military and civilian cyber operators operate in. This 
environment is characterized by a complex relationship between cyberspace and physical 
reciprocal determinants, requiring an interdisciplinary7 research approach merging 
understanding of human behavior and cyber security to unravel (Pfleeger & Caputo, 2012).  
 
Emergence of a cyber security workforce, consisting of cyber security professionals, military 
cyber officers and cyber operators is becoming apparent worldwide (Baker, 2016) as the 
 
4 Cyberspace is defined as; ”A global domain within the information environment consisting of the interdependent networks 
of information technology infrastructures and resident data, including the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer 
systems, and embedded processors and controllers” (Department of Defence, 2018). 
5 Cybercrime refers to; “…any illegal behavior committed by means of, or in relation to, a computer system or network, 
including such crimes as illegal possession [and] offering or distributing information by means of a computer system or 
network” (Cross, 2008, p. 11). 
6 Hybrid environment is in this thesis understood as a conflation of physical domains and cyberspace - and seen as a direct 
consequence of digitization of society. 
7 Interdisciplinary research is understood as: “...a process of answering a question, solving a problem, or addressing a topic 
too broad or complex to be dealt with adequately by a single discipline or profession... IDS draws on disciplinary 
perspectives and integrates their insights through construction of a more comprehensive perspective”(J. T. Klein & Newell, 
1996, p. 3) 
  
 3 
global demand for skilled cyber security professionals8 increases (ISC, 2018). In Norway, it is 
assessed that by 2030 the lack of skilled cyber security professionals will be 4100 (NIFU, 
2017). However, cyber operator tasks, competence requirements and performance are 
unresolved concepts lacking clear definition and guidelines to support selection, education 
and training (Dawson & Thomson, 2018; Sobiesk, Blair, Conti, Lanham, & Taylor, 2015).  
 
While technical ICT competence is paramount to operate in cyberspace, human factor 
researchers argue to focus on developing multiple skill-sets rather than focus solely on 
technical proficiency (Buchler et al., 2018; Anita D’Amico, Buchanan, Kirkpatrick, & 
Walczak, 2016; Dawson & Thomson, 2018; Jabbour, 2010; Røislien, 2015; Tapscott, 2014). 
These theories of cyber operator competence rest on the notion that technical skills alone are 
not enough to perform, due to the human aspects and hybrid character of the cyber operator 
work environment (Buchler et al., 2016; Jøsok et al., 2016). However, most of these theories 
still lack empirical underpinning. Also research and understanding of the cognitive processes 
that support mastery of such hybrid environments and how contextual understanding 
contribute to cyber operator proficiency are scarce (Ben-Asher & Gonzalez, 2015).  
 
1.1 Aims and research questions 
 
The main goal of this project is to investigate the role of cognitive competencies in cyber 
operator practice and education applying a quantitative methodology, supported by literature 
review and concept development. This thesis has utilized The Norwegian Defence Academy’s 
(NDCA) annual Cyber Defence Exercise (CDX) as its main source of data and its student 
participants as the inspiration and knowledgeable participants. The research is therefore situated 
in a military educational context and influenced by this practice. The main research question is: 
What is the role of cognitive competencies in cyber operator practice and education? This 
main question is further broken down into six research questions that are addressed across the 
articles: 
 
RQ1: How can the cognitive work environment of cyber operators be described? 
RQ2: How can dyadic interaction in The Hybrid Space be described? 
 
8 Cyber security professional is the most common used expression designating personnel who defend assets in the civilian 
sectors from the threats associated with cyberspace. The corresponding designator in the military sector is cyber operator. 
However, due to similarities in work environment and tasks they frequently are identified as a part of the same workforce 
(Baker, 2016; Newhouse, Keith, Scribner, & Witte, 2017). 
  
 4 
RQ3: How can team interaction in The Hybrid Space be described? 
RQ4: In what ways might cognitive competencies support cyber operator performance?  
RQ5: How can The Hybrid Space conceptual framework be operationalized? 
RQ6: What is the association between self-regulation and cognitive agility in The Hybrid 
Space? 
 
These questions have guided the research presented in the articles through three parts:  
1. Development and exploration of The Hybrid Space conceptual framework. 
2. Developing a method and a software to collect empirical data. 
3. Collecting and analyzing quantitative data on cyber operator cognitive agility. 
 
The initial part of the project has been to develop the theoretical foundation of The Hybrid 
Space conceptual framework. The framework was first presented in ‘Exploring the Hybrid 
Space - Theoretical Framework Applying Cognitive Science in Military Cyberspace 
Operations’ (Jøsok et al., 2016). Secondly, The Hybrid Space was utilized to describe dyadic 
interaction and explore the role of communication in cyber operator practice and education. 
The article ‘Socio-technical communication: The Hybrid Space and the OLB-Model for 
science-based cyber education’ (Knox et al., 2018) sheds light on how cyberspace challenges 
power relations by disrupting traditional competence structures and advocates the need for 
grounded communication to reduce the risks in safety-critical contexts. Third, The Hybrid 
Space was explored to include the team aspect. In the article ‘Macrocognition applied to The 
Hybrid Space: Team environment, functions and processes in cyber operations’ (Jøsok et al., 
2017) cyber operator team functions and processes is discussed and it is argued that cyber 
operator work is best suited for study in a naturalistic environment.  
 
The second part of this project has been to operationalize The Hybrid Space and develop a 
method to collect data on cyber operator cognitive focus. The article, ‘Development and 
application of The Hybrid Space app for measuring cognitive focus in hybrid contexts.’ 
(Jøsok, Hedberg, Knox, Helkala, Sütterlin, et al., 2018), presents the development and 
application of The Hybrid Space app - a software tool that was developed to collect and 
visualize self-reported cognitive focus of cyber operators in action. Article four also presents 
the operationalization of the cognitive agility construct. 
The third part of this project has been to validate The Hybrid Space conceptual framework. 
Article five, ‘Self-regulation and cognitive agility in cyber operations’ (Jøsok, Lugo, Knox, 
  
 5 
Sütterlin, & Helkala, 2019) investigates cyber cadets’ level of self-regulation and ability to 
manoeuvre in The Hybrid Space.  
 
An overview of the articles and their contributions to answer the research questions is 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.2 The Norwegian context 
This study has been performed in the context of Norwegian military cyber operator practice 
and education. However, articles one to five refer mainly to international research - as few 
studies in the scientific area of cyber operator practice and education situated in the 
Norwegian context is to be found. As nations differ in how they comprehend and envision 
cyber operator practice and education, this section will elaborate on the Norwegian context by 
examining governmental and military policy documents to enable this study to be situated in 
this context.  
Norway is currently the fourth most digitized country in the world (World Economic Forum, 
2016), and the Government’s strategy is to continue to utilize ICT to further develop all 
sectors of society to make everyday life simpler and to secure wealth and prosperity for all 
(Ministry of Local Government and Modernisation, 2016; Ministry of Finance, 2017). The 
Norwegian Government’s recent cyber security vision implicitly state that a digitized society 
require ability to protect individuals, business and democracy against cyber threats: “In 
Norway, it is safe to use digital services. Private individuals and companies have confidence 
in national security, and trust that the welfare and democratic rights of the individual are 
being safeguarded in a digitalised society” (Norwegian Ministers, 2019, p. 7).  
A recent study of how Norwegian sectors approach handling the effects of cyberpower9 
describes the situation as a ‘Faustian bargain’ where “…dealing with the immediate 
vulnerabilities and insecurities arriving through cyberspace, displaces individuals and 
organizations ability to focus on long-term strategies” (Knox, 2018, p. 9). This indication of 
a mismatch between the level of digitization and competence to master the effects of 
digitization is also a growing concern in relation to protecting the values of the nation state of 
Norway (Ministry of Justice and Public Security, 2017; Waterhouse, 2013). Threat 
assessments by the Norwegian Secret Services, The Norwegian Intelligence Service (2019), 
The Norwegian Police Security Service (2019) and The Norwegian National Security 
Authority (2019) stress that Norwegian businesses and Norwegian interests are under strain 
and that digitization in combination with globalization has created new arenas for crime 
intended for economic gain, spying and sabotage. The Norwegian Intelligence Service states 
that foreign intelligence gathering, influence and sabotage are the most pressing cyber threats 
 
9 Cyberpower is defined by Knox (2018) as “…the capability to influence tangible and intangible assets through digital 
means”. (p. 11) 
  
 8 
against Norwegian interests, and warns that threat actors take advantage of and exploit human 
weaknesses in cyberspace (The Norwegian Intelligence Service, 2018): 
Data storage and processing is becoming intrinsic to all human activity, and our 
perception of reality is increasingly being conveyed through digital systems. 
Developments are not limited to infrastructure, industrial processes and service 
provision, but also include opinion formation and social interaction. The growing 
significance of cyberspace challenges physical borders and the structural balance of 
power. Cyber threats take advantage of technical vulnerabilities and human 
weaknesses in cyberspace. (The Norwegian Intelligence Service, 2018, p. 34) 
Within the national borders of Norway several major cyber-attacks have been uncovered in 
the last few years. In 2018 the South-Eastern Norway Health Authority was targeted in a 
cyber operation, resulting in extensive loss of patient data to unknown attackers (Norwegian 
Police Security Service, 2018). The same year a cyber operation targeted against one or 
several County Governors in Norway was carried out, resulting in unavailable ICT systems 
and potential loss of data (Brombach, 2018). A more recent example is the targeted cyber 
operation against Norwegian Hydro (NRK, 2019). These examples illustrate some of the 
complexity of the current cyber threat environment, the vulnerability of critical national 
functions, the challenge of attribution and the low level of awareness associated with the 
challenges of digitization (MacDonnell, 2014). The security of a digitized society calls for a 
holistic approach and new forms of civil-military, private-public and international cooperation 
(Norwegian Ministers, 2019). On these grounds, the Lysne 2 report recently proposed to 
establish a Digital Border Defence (Lysne, 2016) to supplement the already established 
national Norwegian Computer Emergency Response Team (NorCERT).  
In the military sector, the emergence of cyberspace poses new and novel challenges for 
military forces and military decision makers (Libicki, 2016). Utility of cyberspace in 
combination with other non-conventional means and conventional military power has led to 
new terms like ‘hybrid warfare’ (Caliskan, 2019; Renz, 2016), ‘non-linear warfare’ (Galeotti, 
2014) and ‘multi-domain battles’ (Tan, 2016). The notion of hybrid warfare is substantially 
complexifying modern warfare and national security by blurring the lines between peace and 
war, challenging the concept of national borders and the role of sectors of government (Lysne, 
2016; Maness & Valeriano, 2015; Ministry of Justice and Public Security, 2017). Reviewing 
the recent developments, it is clear that cyber warfare is a topic of global concern (Robinson, 
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Jones, & Janicke, 2015). However, the use of cyberspace in military operations is still new, 
and poses both operational and research challenges (Borghetti, Funke, Pastel, & Gutzwiller, 
2017; Choo, 2011; Jabbour, 2009; Rantapelkonen & Salminen, 2013).  
Articles one to three of this thesis explores utility of cyberspace in the military context with 
focus on the emergence of cyber operator practice and education. Findings include that the 
increased utility of and reliance upon cyberspace in military operations has led to higher 
demand for qualified cyber personnel (M. Champion, Jariwala, Ward, & Cooke, 2014). This 
is demonstrated through investment in cyber defence units, cyber defence education 
(Caulkins, Badillo-Urquiola, Bockelman, & Leis, 2016; Newhouse et al., 2017) and NATO 
guidelines for defending cyber assets as a collective effort ensuring that NATO Article V is 
valid in case of cyberattacks (NATO, 2016a; The Ministry of Defence, 2014). By supporting 
the NATO cyber defence pledge Norway has acknowledged that qualified cyber operators is 
essential for any military force to be able to utilize cyberspace to support operations, to 
perform operations in and through cyberspace and to be able to protect increasingly complex 
civil-military value chains (Ministry of Justice and Public Security, 2017; NATO, 2016a).  
Articles one to three find that the introduction of cyberspace as an operational domain is 
challenging how military power is employed and is associated with heightened complexity 
(Jøsok et al., 2016; Jøsok et al., 2017; Knox et al., 2018). At the same time articles one to five 
find that the competence profiles of cyber operators intended to govern and operate in 
cyberspace is still somewhat unclear (Jøsok, Hedberg, Knox, Helkala, Sütterlin, et al., 2018; 
Jøsok et al., 2016; Jøsok et al., 2017; Jøsok et al., 2019; Knox et al., 2018). Situating these 
findings in the Norwegian context discloses a situation where the need for cyber operators are 
acknowledged, but significant uncertainty of how cyber operator practice and education will 
be operationalized and developed are present. The Chief of Defence concludes in his advice 
on the further development of the Armed Forces that: “The capability of the Armed Forces to 
conduct cyber operations to achieve effect, situational understanding and protection in the 
cyber domain is low” (Chief of Defence, 2019, p. 31). Further he acknowledge that 
knowledge and expertise in cyber operations need to be strengthened and included in training 
and education in the Norwegian Armed Forces (Chief of Defence, 2019). However, as 
described in this extended abstract and in the articles of this thesis; the competence 
requirements and performance measures of cyber operator practice is currently inconclusive 
and focused towards technical proficiency. Therefore, this thesis primarily aims at informing 
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Norwegian policymakers, military decision makers and cyber operator education on the 
competence requirements beyond technical proficiency. Results will also inform cyber 
operators working for companies in civilian and private sectors like e.g. telecom or finance, as 
well as civilian educational institutions within the area of ICT and cyber security.    
1.3 The research programme context 
This study focusses on the role of cognitive competencies in cyber operator practice and 
education and is performed as a part of the research program: Children and Young People's 
Participation and Competence Development (BUK). This interdisciplinary research program 
acknowledge that digitization of society10 changes and complexifies the practices, professions 
and communities that people engage in (BUK, 2010). Norwegians can still choose to 
communicate non-digitally with Governmental Services, but the option to be a digital 
bystander in society is gradually vanishing (Lysne, 2016). Every citizen in Norway, young 
and old, can access cyberspace and participate in and through cyberspace on a daily basis and 
consequently becomes a potential target to the threats of cyberspace (Fransson, 2016; 
Norwegian Ministers, 2019).  
Adaptation to new complexities, in this case the threats of cyberspace, imply that people need 
to “…continually revise and update their competences” (BUK, 2010, p. 3). In the BUK 
research programme, competence development is described as an ongoing, life-long learning 
process in which individuals continuously assess, re-evaluate and develop their competence in 
interaction with their environment (BUK, 2010). The mediating role of digital technologies is 
one of BUK’s focus areas. The programme description asserts that the use of new digital 
technology significantly contributes to societal complexity. BUK acknowledges that humans 
are born into a world characterized by digital information and communication technologies 
and that they live with technologies such as computers, the Internet, social media and cell 
phones more as a ‘cultural form’ than as pure technologies (BUK, 2010). The term ‘digital 
natives’ has been used to describe the product of ‘growing up digital’ and defines digital 
natives as consumers surrounded by technology being able to ‘talk the digital language’ 
(Prensky, 2001). However, labeling a generation as digital natives also sparked a notion of 
digital natives being abundantly digitally competent (Bennett, Maton, & Kervin, 2008; 
 
10 The Children and Young People's Participation and Competence Development research program acknowledges the 
“…explosive development of a media and information society…” (p. 3) as one of four societal tendencies that the design of 




Helsper & Eynon, 2010; Ståhl, 2017). A notion that has been disproved repeatedly (Bennett et 
al., 2008). Instead, competence construct models of digital competence suggest that being 
digital competent in a digitized society requires multiple skill-sets, not only technical user 
competence (Ferrari, 2012). A suggestion that mirrors the proposed competence requirements 
of cyber operators. The chosen social-cognitive theoretical framework (Bandura, 1986) 
harmonizes with the social-cultural approach adopted by the BUK PhD programme (BUK, 
2010). In both theoretical frameworks’ individuals are not separated from their environment 
but engage with the environment in such a way that the individual both influences and is 
influenced by participation in practices related to the environment. The above-mentioned 
potential similarities in competence construct models and theoretical framework opens up for 
findings in cyber operator competence requirements to inspire and inform research in the area 
of Children and Young People's Participation and Competence Development as a part of 
being enculturated as a digital citizen.  
This thesis indicates that cognitive competencies are important in cyber operator practice and 
that these competencies can be subject to development in education. The project meets key 
objectives for the research programme by presenting a versatile conceptual framework that 
can help access and research the complexities related to cyber operator practice; and develops 
new knowledge and understanding of the competencies related to coping with the cognitive 
demands in a digitized society. Applying these findings can help augment cyber security and 
cyber operator education beyond the military sector, as the digitized society demands more 
civil-military cooperation and civilian and military cyber operators are a part of the same 
workforce.  
 
National educational institutions at all levels and sectors are starting to embrace digital skills 
and programming as important competencies for all citizens. Proposing development of 
cognitive competencies as an important contributor to master a digitized society could also 
contribute to development of such educational programs - at least it should be further 
explored to help augment the concept of digital competence in a broader sense than merely 
being able to use digital tools. Cognitive competencies are related to the ability to adapt to 
complex environments and results from this study imply that cyber operator education at 
university level would benefit from focus on such competencies in undergraduate education. 
The interdisciplinary approach of this project contributes to the programme’s  aim to help the 
breaking down of polarities between different research traditions and disciplines (BUK, 
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2010). Together with the other research in the BUK programme, these aspects of competence 
can help create new, holistic and interdisciplinary expertise in the field of child and youth 
participation and competence development. 
 
1.4 Central concepts 
 
This section will introduce two central concepts of this thesis. First, The Hybrid Space 
conceptual framework that are purposively developed for and used in all parts of this study; 
describing the cognitive work environment of cyber operators. Second, the concept of 
cognitive competencies will be introduced and defined to make clear the meaning of the 
concept and its application in this thesis.  
 
1.4.1 The Hybrid Space 
 
The Hybrid Space (See figure 1.1: The Hybrid Space) is introduced and described in article 
one (Jøsok et al., 2016). The conceptual framework describe that cyber operators work in a 
hybrid environment where both cyberspace and physical environmental cues are present (A. 
D’Amico & Whitley, 2008; Dawson & Thomson, 2018; Lathrop, Trent, & Hoffman, 2016). 
Their work environment is also characterized by a multi-layered sociotechnical system of 
people, organizations, nation states, computers and networks making cyber operations a 
cognitively intense task (McNeese et al., 2012). The Hybrid Space conceptual framework 
describes the hybrid character of the military cyber operator work environment and defines 
the cognitive space available for agile manoeuvre (See figure 1.1). The Hybrid Space 
framework allows the cyber operator to engage in strategic thinking while performing cyber 
operator tasks on a tactical level and it allows for cyber-physical sense-making traversing the 
cyberspace and physical domains. In article two and three, The Hybrid Space conceptual 
framework is developed to include the communication and team aspect (Jøsok et al., 2017; 
Knox et al., 2018), two important aspects of cyber operator work (Dawson & Thomson, 2018; 
McNeese et al., 2012). In article four The Hybrid Space conceptual framework is enabling 
development of The Hybrid Space application that is put to use in article five (Jøsok, 
Hedberg, Knox, Helkala, Sütterlin, et al., 2018; Jøsok et al., 2019).  
 
The Hybrid Space conceptual framework allows for investigation and research interventions 
into the cognitive domain of cyber operator work. The cyber operator is situated in the center 
of The Hybrid Space to draw attention to the human as the converging point of sense-making 
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and understanding of cause and effect in this space. The bi-directional arrows visualize the 
reciprocal relationship between the cyber operator and the different parts of the cognitive 
space. In the conduct of cyber operator practice, the operator has to continually relate to the 
physical environment, i.e. communicating with team members, receiving tasks, sharing 
information and conceptualizing physical components of the mission. At the same time the 
operator has to engage in cyberspace domain tasks i.e. network surveillance, coding, 
computer input/output (See chapter 2 and 4 for description of tasks). The cognitive position 
on the x-axis denotes the level of immersion into one or the other domain and subsequent 
movement in-between the extremities designates the need to support sense-making and 
situational understanding. The x-axis movements would continually be supported by low-
level and high-level analysis and synthesis to further support sense-making and situational 
understanding. Low-level, referring to the need to dive into the details of a mission objective 
and perform in-depth malware analysis or coding. The strategic perspective on the y-axis 
continually supports the low-level analysis by providing the overall context in which the 
offensive or defensive operation is performed. The subsequent movement on the y-axis 
therefore designates the need to support situational understanding by shifting cognitive focus 
between low-level and high-level sense-making (See figure 4.1 for an example). 
 
 
Figure 1. 1: The Hybrid Space (Jøsok et al., 2016) 
 
The Hybrid Space conceptual framework is central to the understanding of the cognitive work 
environment of cyber operators and allows for understanding of the environmental influence 
on personal factors and behavior as a reciprocal process. The conceptualization of cyber 
operator practice and the role of cognitive competencies is further discussed in chapter 2 of 




1.4.2 Cognitive competencies 
 
The Hybrid Space conceptual framework implies that competencies needed to master the 
cyber operator work environment are strongly related to cognitive abilities. In article one this 
association was first proposed (Jøsok et al., 2016). Further, articles two and three find that 
cyber operator work is cognitive demanding (Jøsok et al., 2017; Knox et al., 2018). Therefore, 
the focus of this thesis is on the cognitive competencies of cyber operators.  
 
A cognitive competency can be defined as: “...a psychological construct that cannot be 
directly observed but can be inferred from an individual’s behaviour or performance on 
content-relevant tasks” (Wang, 1990, p. 219). In social cognitive theory, cognitive 
competencies are of vital importance in mastering complex environments and Bandura 
proposes that “...the more uncertain the environmental information, the more one has to rely 
on inferential thought for guidance” (Bandura, 1986, p. 39). However, given the same 
environmental conditions “…people who have the capabilities for exercising many options 
and are adept at regulating their own behavior will have greater freedom than will those who 
have limited means of personal agency” (Bandura, 1986 p. 36). Grounded in Banduras theory 
of regulating behavior as a pathway to performance in complex environments, and situated in 
the context of cyber operator practice, this study investigates if it is possible to distinguish 
between cyber operators that are more or less cognitive agile in The Hybrid Space. Article 
four discuss how cyber operator cognitive focus in The Hybrid Space can be operationalized 
and propose cognitive agility as a performance measure that can distinguish between 
operators based on their exercised level of cognitive movement (Jøsok et al., 2017). Article 
five define and discuss cognitive agility as a potential performance measure in cyber operator 
practice in context of the empirical data presented in the article by discussing the association 
between self-regulation and cognitive agility (RQ6). Support is found for the hypothesis that 
higher levels of self-regulation predict cognitive agility (Jøsok et al., 2019).  
 
The main research question of this thesis focus on the role of cognitive competencies in cyber 
operator practice and education and must be understood in this context. Cognitive 
competencies are related to the ability to adapt to, and influence, a hybrid, complex, dynamic 
and intangible environment defined by The Hybrid Space, in an effective way, in order to 
perform deliberate actions so as to achieve operational goals in and through cyberspace. The 
ability to do so relies on the ability to obtain situational understanding of the environment, 
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orient and evaluate the courses of action available, exercise possible actions in conjunction 
with an overall plan and evaluate the outcome in order to update situational understanding and 
to adjust the next course of action. One specific cognitive competency that is developed and 
discussed throughout this thesis is cognitive agility.  
 
1.5 Structure of the thesis 
 
This PhD consists of five articles and this extended abstract of six chapters. The chapters of 
this extended abstract aim to contextualise, conceptualize and bind the totality of this project 
together as one. This introductory chapter places this study in the Norwegian and Military 
context as well as in the context of the PhD programme. It also introduces the most central 
concepts developed and employed for the purpose of this research project. Chapter 2 gives an 
overview of the current state of art in cyber operator practice and education. In chapter 3, 
theoretical perspectives on social cognitive theory and macrocognition are presented and the 
application in this thesis are briefly discussed. Chapter 4 describes the research process in 
three parts and lays out the methods applied, and the data collected as well as discussing 
methodological and ethical issues confronted during the research process. Chapter 5 presents 
a short summary of the results and discussions in the five articles. Chapter 6 provides the 
contributions of this thesis, implications and concluding remarks regarding the limitations and 




2 State of art 
 
This state of art chapter presents a literature review that was limited to include perspectives 
on the cognitive work environment of cyber operators, perspectives on cyber operator practice 
and perspectives on cyber operator cognitive competencies. This review augments the 
literature reviews performed in preparations of articles one to five. How the findings inform 
the research questions is explained throughout the chapter.  
 
The intent of this chapter is to present the current status of the research literature within the 
field cognitive competencies in cyber operator practice and education, in such a way that it 
helps answer the research questions. Research question one, two and three are concerned with 
describing the cognitive work environment of cyber operators and how cyber operators 
engage in dyadic and team interaction. These perspectives are partly covered by the literature 
reviews performed as a part of preparing articles one, two and three. In this chapter sections 
2.1 and 2.2 will inform the three first research questions. Research question four and five are 
concerned with cyber operator performance and cognitive agility. These perspectives are 
partly covered by the literature review performed in preparation of article four and five. In 
this chapter section 2.3 will mainly inform research question four. Section 2.4 will outline 
how this thesis contribute to fill the research gap identified in the articles and in this state of 
art chapter. In this way this chapter, in conjunction with the literature reviews in the articles, 
inform the main research question.  
 
In order to capture recent research developments, a literature review based on keyword search 
was performed in early 2019 to inform the writing of this chapter. In this literature review the 
keywords used were variants of cyber operator competencies and cyber operation. These 
variants were: ‘Cyber operator competencies’; ‘Cyber competencies’; ‘Cyber operator’; 
‘Cyber operation’; ‘Cyber power’; ‘Cyber warfare’; ‘Cyber security’; ‘Cyber psychology’; 
‘Cyber’; ‘Cyberspace’; ‘Digital competencies’. In the search for relevant literature the 
Norwegian ORIA search engine was used. This search engine includes a range of research 
databases, journals and online research resources. In addition, I performed the same keyword 
search on Google Scholar and common internet search engines, allowing the discovery of 
articles not indexed in digital libraries. Due to the interdisciplinary nature of the subject, 
journals from disciplines such as Psychology, Pedagogy, International Relations, Law and 
Defence were included as relevant sources. In addition, a snowballing methodology (Lecy & 
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Beatty, 2012) was utilized in order to locate relevant sources not returned by the keyword 
searches. This was performed by analyzing the references of the most relevant and frequently 
referenced articles returned by the keyword search. The research articles were assessed for 
relevance in accordance with the method outlined in chapter 4.  
 
The state of art chapter will continue by presenting the result from the literature review in 
following order; First conceptualizing the cognitive work environment of cyber operators, 
second the recent developments in cyber operator practice and third cyber operator cognitive 
competencies. Finally, this thesis contribution to filling the identified gaps are outlined.   
 
2.1 Conceptualization of the cognitive work environment of cyber operators 
 
Reviewing the literature on cyber operator cognitive work environment and competencies 
reveals inconsistencies in the use of terms, definitions of those terms and challenges in 
conceptualizing cyberspace as an operational domain (Kuehl, 2009; Robinson et al., 2015). 
However, it is important to note also that conceptualization of cyberspace, both in civilian and 
military domains, is an ongoing discourse that continues to advance in knowledge and 
understanding (Kello, 2013; Libicki, 2016; Tikk-Ringas, Kerttunen, & Christopher, 2014). 
Consequently, this review is crossing the military and civilian boundaries as cyberspace is 
often referred to as a ‘global commons’ (Jabbour, 2009; Kuehl, 2009) or a ‘global socio-
technical-economic system’ (Dombrowski & Demchak, 2014) not limited to military 
prerogatives.  
 
In a comprehensive review of the available definitions of cyberspace, Kuehl (2009) concludes 
that definitions indeed help advance the conceptual understanding of cyberspace. However, 
he also claims the available definitions lack the power to capture the uniqueness of 
cyberspace. A central argument for Kuehl is that many definitions fail to recognize that 
cyberspace is more than computers and information (Kuehl, 2009). Kuehl offers his definition 
of cyberspace:  
 
A global domain within the information environment whose distinctive and unique 
character is framed by the use of electronics and the electromagnetic spectrum to 
create, store, modify, exchange and exploit information via interdependent and 
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interconnected networks using information-communication technologies. (Kuehl, 
2009, p. 27)  
 
To this day, elements of Kuehl’s definition can be found in most attempts at defining 
cyberspace (Department of Defence, 2018; Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2018; NATO, Draft), making 
it one of the most influential contributions in conceptualizing cyberspace. In his definition, 
Kuehl includes the electromagnetic spectrum as a part of cyberspace, an inclusion that is still 
debated. Nye (2013) also includes the electromagnetic spectrum when he defines cyberspace 
as: “Internet of networked computers but also intranets, cellular technologies, fiber cables, 
and space-based communications” (p. 8). However, in this definition Nye fails to capture 
cyberspace as an operational domain. A broader definition of cyberspace that highlights the 
human and organizational aspects is presented by Sobiesk et al. (2015):  
 
A global ever evolving domain within the information environment consisting of the 
interdependent networks of information technology infrastructures and resident data, 
including the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer systems, and 
embedded processors and controllers – as well as people, organizations, and processes 
– which create a dimension of risks, adversaries, and opportunities. (p. 44)  
 
In a meta discussion of defining cyberspace Robinson et al. (2015) propose four aspects of 
cyberspace that a definition should reflect:  
• An operational space: People and organizations use cyberspace to act and create 
effects, either solely in cyberspace or across into other domains.  
• A natural domain: Cyberspace is a natural domain, made up of electromagnetic 
activity and entered using electronic technology. 
• Information based:  People enter cyberspace to create, store, modify, exchange and 
exploit information. 
• Interconnected networks: The existence of connections allowing electromagnetic 
activity to carry information. 
 
As a result of the challenges in capturing the essence of cyberspace in one definition, several 
authors argue that the conceptualization of cyberspace can be best achieved through the 
visualization of layers of activities, due to the portrait of cyberspace as a “…unique hybrid 
regime of physical and virtual properties” (Nye, 2014, p. 3). This seems to derive from a 
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development where cyberspace is more often viewed as an operational space and therefore the 
human factor receives more attention (Duggan, 2016). One example is Dawson & Thomson 
(2018) who describes the cyberspace as: “A multi-disciplinary joining of computer science, 
economics, law, psychology, and engineering. It encompasses not only the networking of 
online devices together, but how humans interact and are influenced by these activities” (p. 
1). Consequently, cyberspace can be presented as consisting of layers (Dawson & Thomson, 
2018; Libicki, 2016; Nye, 2010). The most updated model that exists is the one found in Joint 
Publication 3-12 Cyberspace Operations (Department of Defense, 2018). This model 
describes cyberspace as consisting of three distinct yet interrelated layers; the physical layer, 
the logical layer and the cyber-persona layer (See figure 2.1: Layers of cyberspace). A similar 
layered model is also found in the NATOs new Joint Doctrine for Cyberspace Operations, 
AJP 3-20, however this publication is still in a process of being ratified by the NATO nations. 
Both representations are clearly inspired by, Libicki’s (2016) semantic, syntactic and physical 
layer model.  
 
 
Figure 2. 1: Layers of cyberspace (Department of Defense, 2018) 
 
This visualization in layers provides cyberspace with a physical layer, a logical layer and an 
information layer which are all interrelated. In addition, cyberspace enables the other domains 
in the operational environment by providing means of exchanging information. Finally, 
cyberspace is also interrelated with the cognitive domain where “…the people who use the 
connectivity and the content to affect cognition and do the different things that people do with 
information” (Kuehl, 2009, p. 8). In one way the conceptualization of cyberspace in layers 
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simplifies the cyber operator work environment by limiting the conduct of cyber operations to 
the logical layer (NATO, Draft). In another way it complexifies the cognitive work 
environment by exposing the dependencies of the layers between domains and dimensions. 
 
One way of presenting the ‘fit’ of cyberspace is across the domains and dimensions of the 
operational environment (See. Figure 2.2: Cyberspace – domains and dimensions of the 
operational environment). This visual representation exposes the challenge noted by most 
subject matter experts of cyberspace: As a part of the operational environment the “…cyber 
domain overlaps with others, notably the physical (e.g., servers, lines of communication, 
network topology) and information (e.g., files stored on defended network(s) and servers, 
control of access to data as per policies) domains” (Veksler et al., 2018, p. 1), it crosscuts the 
air, sea, land and space domains (Conti, Nelson, & Raymond, 2013), it is considered a part of 
the information environment (Department of Defense, 2018), but also has a physical and 
logical layer (Department of Defense, 2018; NATO, Draft), it affects the cognitive dimension 
(Libicki, 2016) and is an integral part of the operational environment (Kuehl, 2009).  
 
Figure 2. 2: Cyberspace – domains and dimensions of the operational environment 
(Kampenes, 2018). 
 
The layers of cyberspace as well as the interrelationship of the other domains and dimensions 
of the operational environment, extend the cognitive space available for manoeuvre, as 
understanding of the complexities of cyberspace as a part of an operational environment is a 
huge effort. Therefore, many researchers acknowledge that the cognitive demands of the 
cyber operator are high due to the complexity of the operational environment and growing 
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range of decision making possibilities for either party involved in a military conflict (Limnéll 
& Salonius-Pasternak, 2016).   
Nye (2014) also points to the fact that cyberspace lacks a regime of governance. The existing 
governance structures are scattered and characterized by either separated technical issues like 
for example, protocols, programming and applications or broader issues such as security, 
human rights and development. Novel to cyberspace is that actors both within cyberspace and 
outside cyberspace play a vital role in cyber governance (Nye, 2014). This situation is 
captured in the Norwegian context by the Cyber Security Strategy:  
Digital services and products are often developed by private companies or research 
and development communities. A substantial part of Norway’s critical digital 
infrastructure is owned and operated by private companies. Consequently, important 
decisions related to the development of – and security in – cyberspace are made by 
commercial, non-state actors, i.e. outside the conventional intergovernmental arenas. 
As a result, the role of the authorities in the development of cyberspace is limited, 
which in turn calls for an extensive public-private partnership. (Norwegian Ministers, 
2019, p. 9)  
Adding that cyberspace is argued to be subject to more rapid change than other domains (Nye, 
2010) and the laws of cyberspace are only existing as non-binding guidelines in the Tallinn 
Manual (Schmitt, 2017) result in the cyber operator work environment being complex and 
disputed in many ways. Nevertheless, cyber operators have to relate to this complexity in one 
way or another.  
As cyberspace now is widely accepted as an operational environment (NATO, 2016b) it is 
changing how information is created, stored, modified, exchanged and exploited. This affects 
and transforms operations in the other domains and the employment of instruments of power 
(Naím, 2013). Consequently, holding cyberpower has become a crucial goal for any sovereign 
nation state (Kuehl, 2009). Kuehl (2009) defines cyberpower as “…the ability to use 
cyberspace to create advantages and influence events in all the operational environments and 
across the instruments of power” (p. 37). Holding cyberpower means holding the ability to 
enter cyberspace by means of technology and the competence to utilize that technology to 
achieve defined operational objectives. With that technology constantly changing, sustaining 
cyberpower requires an agile approach to updating also the competence to utilize that 
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technology (Dawson & Thomson, 2018; Jabbour, 2009; United Kingdom Ministry of 
Defence, 2015).  
 
Cyberspace is a young operational domain and as of now its characteristics are not fully 
understood, nor are the effects across the instruments of power, both offensive and defensive. 
This is reflected in the available literature where some elevate the cyber threat by highlighting 
the potential serious damage cyber conflict could inflict (Clarke & Knake, 2010; Kello, 2013). 
While others argue that the cyber threat is severely inflated and disconnected from reality 
(Lindsay, 2013; Maness & Valeriano, 2015). Most experts see cyber-attacks as a supplement 
effector in military operations rather than an overwhelming weapon in inter-state wars (Nye, 
2010). Nevertheless, in reviewing the evidence of emergence of  cyber warfare Robinson et al.  
(2015) conclude that cyber warfare is a topic of global concern and identify nine research 
challenges in cyber warfare. Conceptualizing cyber warfare and conducting cyber warfare as 
two of them. They also confirm the multi-disciplinary multidomain nature of cyber related 
issues by noting that;  
 
…for anyone attempting to approach the field of cyber warfare, there is a challenge in 
gathering an understanding of all the issues involved, how they relate to each other, 
what the current state of research is and where future research is required. (Robinson et 
al., 2015, p. 71) 
 
This is also a prominent challenge when performing research into the area of cyber operator 
practice.  
 
2.2 Cyber operator practice 
 
The sole purpose of the cyber operator practice is to enable the conduct of cyber operations 
(Trent, Hoffman, Leota, Frost, & Gonzalez, 2016). Cyber operations are defined as “… the 
employment of cyberspace capabilities where the primary purpose is to achieve objectives in 
or through cyberspace” (Department of Defense, 2018, pp. II-3) or as “Actions in or through 
cyberspace intended to preserve friendly freedom of action in cyberspace and/or to create 
effects to achieve commanders’ objectives” (NATO, Draft). These definitions highlight that 
cyber operations can be offensive and defensive in nature and that they pertain to both military 
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and civilian sectors. In the military sector as a part of a military campaign and in the civilian 
sector as defensive operations helping enterprises to keep their business running. 
Lockheed Martin has analyzed the process of conducting a cyber operation and presents the 
‘Cyber Kill Chain’ as a tool for cyber operators to perform better in defensive cyber 
operations (Hutchins, Cloppert, & Amin, 2011) (See figure 2.3: The Lockheed Martin Cyber 
Kill Chain).  
 
Figure 2. 3: The Lockheed Martin Cyber Kill Chain (Lockheed Martin, 2019) 
 
While a cyber operator engaging in offensive cyber operations would have to conduct the 
activities described in Lockheed Martin’s Cyber Kill Chain (Hutchins et al., 2011), cyber 
operators engaging in defensive cyber operations would engage in activities aimed at stopping 
the adversary from completing the operation. However, the Cyber Kill Chain fails to take into 
account cyber operations as a part of joint operations were other assets are utilized in 
conjunction with cyberpower to achieve the desired end state. The Cyber Kill Chain therefore 
fails to recognize the cyber operators’ reciprocal relation to the wider socio-technical system 
(STS) of a military campaign as pointed out in article one (Jøsok et al., 2016). The notion of 
integrating cyber operations into joint operations are discussed both in military literature and 
research literature by a variety of authors (Gutzwiller, Fugate, Sawyer, & Hancock, 2015; 
Jabbour, 2009; Kott, Ludwig, & Lange, 2017; Mihai-Ştefan, 2017; Poirier & Lotspeich, 2013; 
Robinson et al., 2015; Siroli, 2018; Trent et al., 2016; US Army, 2010; Williams, 2014). 
However, conducting cyber operations as a part of joint operations presents challenges. Calling 
for cyber effects will most likely not find a ready response, nor guarantee an effect at all, and 
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as Libicki points out: “…those who call likely have less idea what the art of the possible is” 
(Libicki, 2016, p. 142). Other challenges include short effectiveness of cyber weapons, 
conducting effective battle damage assessment and plausible deniability of effectiveness by the 
target (Libicki, 2016). The cyber operator engaged in defensive cyber operation is also 
presented with challenging tasks as he is searching for the needle in the haystack (Veksler et 
al., 2018). The defensive cyber operator might also be required to produce and present a 
recognized cyber picture11 and to assess future developments in the cyber threat picture, based 
on available threat actor information and the strategic operational environment. This means that 
cyber operator practice involves continually cooperation with peers and  communication 
activities with commanding officers at higher levels as outlined in article two and three of this 
thesis (Jøsok et al., 2017; Knox et al., 2018).  
 
Military cyber operator practices are progressing towards understanding cyber capabilities and 
cyber effects (Khooshabeh & Lucas, 2018; Mancuso et al., 2014). Contemporary understanding 
of cyber operator practice recognizes the technical nature of cyber operations but also the goal 
of cyber operations to influence the operational environment by supporting the achievement of 
military effects. Employing offensive measures while simultaneously retaining own capability 
of utilizing cyberspace (frequently referred to as ensuring freedom of movement in cyberspace) 
by employing defensive measures, sums up the current notion of the essence of military cyber 
operator practice. This thesis applies an integrated view on cyber operations, meaning cyber 
operator practice needs to be understood, analyzed and researched as a part of a joint operation 
or as a part of a business operation. The consequence of such an integrated view is that the 
context of the operation also determines what can be considered a successful cyber operation 
and not, based on achievements of overall operational goals. 
 
2.3 Cyber operator cognitive competencies 
 
There is consensus in the research community that operating in the cyber domain requires a 
technical computer science proficiency as this is a necessary prerequisite to enter into the 
cyber domain and operate within it (Gutzwiller et al., 2015; Jabbour, 2010; Lathrop et al., 
2016; Sobiesk et al., 2015). As a result, the existing research on cyber operator competencies 
has been predominantly focused on technical skills (Borghetti et al., 2017; Dawson & 
 
11 Recognized cyber picture refers to a complete depiction of the operational area, the cyber domain, aiming at providing the 
operational level commander with situational understanding of the military cyber domain. Nations and militaries are in the 
process of developing cyber pictures. No commonly available best practice is available.  
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Thomson, 2018). However, as outlined in article one two and five (Jøsok et al., 2019; Knox et 
al., 2018), a growing number of authors are advocating for a more diverse, varied and 
multidomain skill set as the work environment of cyber operators is better understood.  
 
Adnan, Just, Baillie, & Kayacik (2015) proposed a work practices model for network security 
professionals founded upon mapping activities identified from multiple reviewed empirical 
studies. Through a process of merging, splitting, naming, remaining and rearranging, they 
identified the following ten work practices: Configuration and maintenance, threat analysis, 
network security assessment, incident detection (incl. monitoring, received notifications, data 
correlation, triage), incident analysis (incl. incident verification, artefact handling, incident 
assurance), incident response (incl. incident containment and forensic analysis), feedback 
(incl. internal feedback and external feedback), security policy development, training and 
awareness. Adnan et al. (2015) comprehensive review addresses the tasks of cyber operator 
work and confirms the prerequisite of technical skills required to perform. These technical 
skills are referred to as ‘requisite foundational knowledge’ by Goodall, Lutters, & Komlodi 
(2009). Goodall et al. (2009) also identify the need for the foundational knowledge to be 
supplemented by ‘situated expertise’ in the operational environment – acknowledging that to 
a large extent “…it is not about the technical skills or domain knowledge, but about being 
familiar with the environment being defended” (Goodall et al., 2009, p. 11). Consequently 
Goodall et al. (2009) argue that ability to defend from contemporary cyber-attacks involves 
both operational environment expertise and novel non-predefined problem-solving activities. 
Successful defence also depends upon the understanding of adversary skills, motivation and 
abilities (Krawczyk, Bartlett, Kantarcioglu, Hamlen, & Thuraisingham, 2013). An argument 
that is supported by Buchler et al. (2018) who contend that cyber operator tasks include both 
human and technical aspects and “…is heavily reliant upon the decision-making capabilities 
and skill-sets of defenders to overcome attackers” (Buchler et al., 2018, p. 3). However, none 
of these research contributions succeed in pinpointing specific or general cognitive 
competencies capable of supporting cyber operator performance. 
 
Situational awareness12 is one of the more general prerequisites that have been widely agreed 
to be essential in cyber analyst individual and team performance, but not well studied (Tadda 
& Salerno, 2010). Support for this claim can be found in Stevens-Adams et al. (2013) that 
 
12 Understanding of the environment is often addressed as obtaining cyber situational awareness through utilizing a three 
stage (perception, comprehension and projection) situational awareness model (Endsley, 2000). 
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found that operators trained in narrative-based training were able to use software tools more 
efficiently in terms of gaining situational awareness, as opposed to the participants that 
received tool-based training. Lathrop et al. (2016) also reflect these arguments when they 
advocate that cyber security and information technology solutions are not sufficient for cyber 
operations. According to Lathrop et al. (2016) cyber operations are not only focused on the 
malware, but include assessment of the intent, tactics, techniques and procedures of the 
human behind it, and that decision-making support relies on attribution and understanding of 
the adversary. This explains why cyber operators tasks are often described as varied, non-
routine and involve perception and comprehending large amounts of information (Erbacher, 
Frincke, Wong, Moody, & Fink, 2012). In addition a feature of cyber operator work 
environment is potential lack of external feedback (Lugo et al., 2016) requiring cyber 
operators to take actions to gain anticipated outcomes projected into the future. Increased 
importance of the understand function, i.e., achieving a nuanced understanding of both the 
operating environment and own strengths and vulnerabilities, has also been put forward as a 
critical competency by several authors and official documents (Ben-Asher & Gonzalez, 2015; 
UK MOD, 2015). In line with Goodall et al. (2009), they address the need for this knowledge 
to be situated in the current operational environment, as tasks and priorities might vary in 
relation to operational demands.  
 
The available research literature confirms that cyber operators are subject to high cognitive 
load. This is due to the information intensive character of work like network surveillance 
(D'Amico, Whitley, Tesone, O'Brien, & Roth, 2005), organizational factors of a network 
enabled operations environment (Buchler et al., 2016), and the need to perform low level 
analysis and high level analysis continuously (McClain, Silva, Aviña, & Forsythe, 2015). 
Other necessary activities such as internet searches to retrieve information to support analysis 
and discussions to support comprehension adds to the information load and cognitive load 
(Silva et al., 2014). Champion, Rajivan, Cooke, & Jariwala (2012) found that high 
information load could result in lack of communication between team-members impacting 
team effectiveness and performance, suggesting that strategies for mitigating negative effects 
should be a part of cyber operator training as proposed in article three in this thesis (Jøsok et 
al., 2017). Article three also define complex learning activities as a part of cyber operator 
functions. In cognitive load theory mitigation of limitations in cognitive processing, e.g. 
working memory, during complex learning activities can be reduced by instructional design 
(Kalyuga & Singh, 2016). Working memory is in cognitive load theory often conceived as a 
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mental workspace that can be defined as; “…a processing resource with limited capacity 
involved in the storage of information while simultaneously manipulating information for 
brief periods of time” (Anmarkrud, Andresen, & Bråten, 2019). Therefore, the premise of 
cognitive load theory is a limitation in cognitive capacity that require reduction in cognitive 
load by controlling the environment. This is in opposition to this thesis that accepts the 
complexity of the environment and proposes education and training of cognitive 
competencies as a pathway to better performance.  
 
A growing body of research addresses the cyber operator cognitive competencies indirectly, 
however little research is to be found addressing the cognitive competencies directly. Some 
exceptions exists, such as D'Amico et al. (2005) who have developed a three stage (Detection, 
Situation assessment and Threat assessment) cognitive data fusion model based on interviews 
with information assurance analysts working in cyber defence practice. The accompanying 
work flow diagram depicts the need for traversing from tactical to strategic considerations 
while moving through the three stages of cognitive data fusion to build situational awareness 
and to take appropriate action (D'Amico et al., 2005). However, understanding of the 
cognitive processes that supports effective cyber operator work is limited (Ben-Asher & 
Gonzalez, 2015; Forsythe, Silva, Stevens-Adams, & Bradshaw, 2013; Lathrop et al., 2016; 
Mancuso et al., 2014). 
 
2.4 Research gaps in cyber operator practice and education 
 
The literature review of section 2.1 reveals that conceptualizing the cognitive work 
environment of cyber operator practice is a prominent challenge. Reference is made to 
inconsistencies in the use of terms and defining the related terms proves challenging to most 
authors as cyberspace involves both technical and operational aspects and have unresolved 
legal and governance issues that further complexifies the cognitive work environment of 
cyber operators. Examples are found in research literature that suggest the characteristics of 
cyberspace are not fully understood nor are the effects across the instruments of power. In 
fact, conceptualization of the mentioned areas is ongoing while the practice is established and 
in effect. Efforts to conceptualize cyberspace through the visualisation of layers and across 
the dimensions and domains of the operational environment are present, but holistic 
frameworks describing cyber operator cognitive work environment are missing. Article one of 
this thesis acknowledges the complexities of cyber operator work environment that are 
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outlined above and frames the complexities in The Hybrid Space conceptual framework 
(Jøsok et al., 2016). In this way the combined literature review of this thesis along with the 
conceptual framework informs research question one. Further article two and three 
acknowledge that the complexity of cyber operator work require effective communication and 
teamwork as is cannot be performed in isolation by one operator (Jøsok et al., 2017; Knox et 
al., 2018). These articles inform research question two and three by introducing the OLB-
model for safe and efficient communication and including the macrocognitive perspective to 
help describe team interaction in cyber operations. The combined contribution is a collection 
of tools available for researchers to start conceptualizing cyber operator cognitive work 
environment.   
 
The literature review presented in section 2.2 informs the current state of art in cyber operator 
practice. Cyber operators perform offensive and defensive cyber operations and cyber 
operations are defined as actions in or through the cyberspace intended to achieve predefined 
objectives. The stages of a cyber operation can be illustrated by the Cyber Kill Chain. 
However, the integration of cyber operations as a part of joint military operations is not in a 
mature state, cyberpower competence is lacking in the command chain and cyberspace 
situational awareness is a challenging concept. The main contribution of this thesis to advance 
in understanding of military cyber operator practice is strengthening the notion of cyber 
operations to be more than just an ICT issue performed by a technical proficient operator. The 
Hybrid Space conceptual framework describes the requirement for a successful cyber operator 
to relate to and understand the wider operational environment and be able to work in a team 
and communicate with both peers and superiors. In article one we find the current socio-
technical system (STS) and cyber-physical system (CPS) frameworks not taking these factors 
into account (Jøsok et al., 2016), hence The Hybrid Space helps fill this gap by taking into 
account the wider STS offering a framework that can help establish clarity in the hybrid 
environment of cyber operator practice. The combined contribution of section 2.2 and articles 
one, two and three helps answer research questions one through three and lays the foundation 
for answering question four and five.  
 
The literature review in section 2.3 informs the current status in research on cyber operator 
cognitive competencies. Cognitive competencies are defined in section 1.4.2 of this extended 
abstract to involve adaptation and influence of the hybrid environment defined by The Hybrid 
Space. Operating in and through cyberspace requires technical proficiency. This proficiency 
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must be supported by domain expertise, situated expertise and comprehensive situational 
awareness including intent, tactics and procedures of the people behind. In military cyber 
operations, the need to obtain cross-domain situational understanding of the operational 
environment leads researchers to propose a range of skill sets including highly developed 
technical skills (e.g., coding, programming, analysis, etc.), considerable macrocognitive skills 
(perception, interpretation, evaluation) and effective interpersonal and psychological skills 
(perspective taking, communicative skills, for instance to convey mission impact information 
to a commander). Cognitive competencies needs are addressed indirectly by many authors. 
However, in-depth description and empirical underpinning of the cognitive competences 
mentioned in the research literature are scarce. Article four and five of this thesis helps fill 
this gap by proposing a specific cognitive competency; cognitive agility (Jøsok, Hedberg, 
Knox, Helkala, Sütterlin, et al., 2018; Jøsok et al., 2019). Further the articles utilize The 
Hybrid Space to develop a method and presents a software to collect data on cyber operator 
cognitive agility. Finally, applicability of the method and software are validated by 
performing an empirical study on cyber operator cognitive agility, presented in article five. 




3 Theoretical perspectives  
Two main theoretical perspectives serve as a guide throughout this thesis. The first 
perspective is social cognitive theory. Social cognitive theory is applied to help understanding 
the reciprocal relationship between the cyber operator and environment and framing the role 
of cognition. Focus is on one of social cognitive theory’s core concepts; self-regulation. Self-
regulation is chosen because of its status as a well-researched cognitive construct that is 
known to predict performance in complex environments (Bandura, 1997). The second 
perspective is macrocognition. Macrocognition is concerned with understanding cognitive 
adaptations to complexity and was included as a part of this thesis to help clarify the 
implications of researching cyber operators during a cyber defence exercise.  
The intent of the present chapter is to explain the development in application of theory 
throughout the work with this thesis. In section 3.1 I will first present the core concepts of 
social cognitive theory and clarify how my reasoning when approaching the research 
questions is grounded in this theory. I will illustrate and explain how social cognitive theory 
and self-regulation is developed to help answer the research questions and explore the notion 
of competence in a social cognitive framework. Then I will explain how cognitive agility was 
developed and related to self-regulation. In section 3.2 I will introduce the macrocognitive 
perspective and explain how this perspective informed the work with article three and the 
design of the research experiment.   
3.1 Social cognitive theory 
 
According to social cognitive theory humans are neither propelled by inner forces, nor 
controlled by external stimuli (Bandura, 1986). Human functioning is explained as a triadic 
reciprocal relationship between behavior, personal factors and the environment (See figure 
3.1: Triadic reciprocal determinism). The triadic relationship is not unique to this theory in 
particular but is also found in other theories that adopt a systems perspective of the world. For 
instance, Pierce’s work on pragmatism (Ayer, 1968) and Mead’s work on symbolic 
interactionism (Carter & Fuller, 2015) also adapt a resembling triadic view. Bandura claims 
that determinism can be analyzed in terms of this triadic reciprocity, and that this can clarify 




Figure 3. 1: Triadic reciprocal determinism (Bandura, 1986) 
 
The first part13 of this project is characterized in chapter 4 as creative and exploratory, lacking 
application of a rigorous overall theoretical framework. However, when starting to design an 
experiment and compiling the articles into one product the need for an overall framework 
became clear. A common denominator of the three first articles and the three first research 
questions is the focus on the cyber operator, the environment and cognition; a focus that is 
echoed in social cognitive theory. However, social cognitive theory is developed to describe 
human functioning in a physical environment (Bandura, 1986). Application in the cyber 
operator context required developing the theory to include what has been defined in the 
introduction of this extended abstract and in article five as a hybrid environment (Jøsok et al., 
2019). Also, the behavior aspect of the triadic relationship had to be expanded to include the 
potential for cyberspace behaviors14. Figure 3.2 visualizes how the triadic framework of social 
cognitive theory was augmented by The Hybrid Space to include cyberspace behaviors and 
Hybrid Space characteristics. 
 
 
13 Defined in section 1.1 as: Development and exploration of The Hybrid Space conceptual framework. 
14 Cyberspace behaviors are the sum of actions within a defined timeframe, performed by the cyber operator in and through 




Figure 3. 2: Social cognitive theory including The Hybrid Space 
 
When social cognitive theory was developed to include aspects from The Hybrid Space it 
enabled advancement in the project. In addition to providing an overall mode of thinking 
when approaching all research questions, social cognitive theory also provided a well-
developed theory that can be used to analyze causes of human decision-making and behavior 
(Bandura, 1986). Further it enabled reflection on research question four as social cognitive 
theory allow for behavior performed in absence of immediate external rewards or punishment 
(Bandura, 1986), which is one of the characteristics of cyber operator practice as described in 
chapter 2. Also it was a promising way ahead to understand cognitive laden cyber operator 
work as social cognitive theory acknowledge that actions are initially shaped by thought and 
the subsequent cognitive constructions guide actions in the development of proficiencies 
(Bandura, 1997). Finally, the theory offered insight into research question six as self-




Self-regulation is defined within the scope of the social cognitive perspective in various ways. 
See e.g.: (Barutchu, Carter, Hester, & Levy, 2013, p. 1; Baumeister, Heatherton, & Tice, 
1994; Baumeister & Vohs, 2007, p. 115; Cetin, 2015, p. 95; Moilanen, 2007, p. 835). In 
developing the self-regulation questionnaire employed in this thesis, the following definition 
is used; “Self-regulation is the ability to develop, implement, and flexibly maintain planned 
behavior in order to achieve one's goals” (Brown, Miller, & Lawendowski, 1999). From this 
selection of definitions, along with the discussion on self-regulation provided in article five, 
one can deduce that self-regulation is (at least) concerned with the individual capacity to 
monitor own responses (thoughts, actions, feelings) to internal and environmental cues, judge 
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the response according to contextual demands and personal standards, inhibit dysfunctional 
behaviors, preserve positive goal oriented behaviors and continue to adapt flexibly to the 
evolving reciprocal relationship between behavior and environment. The last part 
emphasizing that self-regulation also has been said to be concerned with attaining goal-
oriented behavior, even if the pathways are blocked or initial behaviors fail to succeed, which 
means that self-regulation also is a process that extends over time (Lerner et al., 2011).  
 
Article five discuss self-regulation and proposes it as a well-researched concept that offers the 
possibility to be measured reliably, that is trainable and have potential to inform training of 
cyber operators to make better use of own self-regulatory resources (Jøsok et al., 2019). The 
sources of self-regulation are believed to emerge from and depend on general cognitive 
processes like self-observation of one´s behavior and its effects, judgmental processes of 
exercised behavior in relation to environmental and personal standards, and affective self-
reactions (Bandura, 1986; Bandura, 1991). Little research however has paid attention to 
cognitive self-regulation resources over time (Barutchu et al., 2013). Nevertheless, Bandura 
advocate that self-regulation operates through a set of sub functions, self-observation, 
judgmental processes and self-reaction presented in figure 3.3: Self-regulation subfunctions 
(Bandura, 1986). 
 
3.1.2 Functions and processes of self-regulation 
 




Based on Banduras (1986) description of self-regulation functions one can deduce that any 
regulation of behaviors has to be grounded in observation of the need to do so (See figure 3.3: 
Self-regulation subfunctions). Secondly, this self-observation has to be measured up against 
some standards of behavior (judgmental processes). Finally, the reaction has to be interpreted 
in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the behavior (self-reaction). Regulation can be 
understood as the change one brings to behavior, in line with some standard such as an ideal, 
code of conduct or goal which means both to override and change affective response, or to 
amplify and prolong beneficial behavior (Baumeister & Vohs, 2007). Behavior in this sense 
does not necessarily equal physical action, but includes; “…cognitive, behavioral, 
temperamental, and socioemotional components as it involves focusing and maintaining 
attention, initiating or inhibiting actions, thoughts, and emotions as well as monitoring the 
results, to achieve a particular goal” (Jaramillo, Rendón, Muñoz, Weis, & Trommsdorff, 
2017, p. 2). Baumeister et al. (1994) emphasize three resembling ingredients of self-
regulation; standards, monitoring and willpower. However, Baumeister also raises the need 
for a fourth component, motivation, as critical presupposition to engage in self-regulatory 
behavior (Baumeister & Vohs, 2007). This is consistent with social cognitive theory where 
motivation is a fundamental part of self-regulation primarily emerging from internal standards 
and self-evaluative reactions to own actions (Bandura, 1986).  
 
Performing self-regulation is a process that includes behavioral management in three phases 
(Zimmerman & Labuhn, 2012). According to Artuch-Garde et al. (2017) these phases are: 
1) forethought and planning phase, including aspects of task analysis and setting specific 
task-related goals;  
2) performance monitoring phase, including use of strategies and resources on the task, 
as well continuous examination of their effectiveness and of one's progress toward the 
goals established;  
3) reflection on performance phase, which is evaluation of what one has done or what 
can be improved, managing emotions that are triggered by the results, and then using 
self-reflection to begin the cycle anew.  
These processes emphasize the importance of cognition in all phases of self-regulation. First 
in the anticipatory phase where the recognized goals and outcome expectancies are produced 
by forethought; second in the process of continuous evaluation of employment of strategies 
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and resources by cognitive monitoring, and finally evaluation of perceived causes of success 
and failure by performing retrospective reasoning.  
 
The above description of self-regulation, grounded in the triadic relationship of social 
cognitive theory, defined and understood as a set of subfunctions and a performed as a 
sequential process informs research question six and provides a theoretical foundation to 
advance with research question four and five. Together with the discussion on the relationship 
between self-regulation and performance in article five (Jøsok et al., 2019), this lay the 
foundation for linking cognitive competencies and cyber operator performance.  
 
3.1.3 Competence models 
 
The traditional concept of competence in a social-cultural point of view consists of three 
elements: knowledge, skills and attitudes (BUK, 2010). In social cognitive theory this 
traditional view is described as “…mainly a matter of developing social, cognitive and 
behavioral skill” (Bandura, 1986, p. 244). Competence is also argued to be an intangible 
concept as it is described as an underlying characteristic that is related to effective 
performance in a job (Boyatzis, 1982) or other real-life settings (Hartig, Klieme, & Leutner, 
2008). Social cognitive theory advocates for a proactive and mastery oriented view on 
competence, where both the skills and the personal self-beliefs are essential to ensure optimal 
use of capabilities (Bandura, 1986). In particular efficacy beliefs is held as important 
contributors to development of cognitive competencies and in turn cognitive competencies as 
important in adapting to and changing the environment (Bandura, 1997). However, Bandura 
(1990) summarizes that “…there is a marked difference between possessing knowledge and 
skills, and being able to use them well under diverse circumstances, many of which contain 
ambiguous, unpredictable, stressful elements“ (p. 315).  
 
As this PhD thesis is concerned with cyber operator practice and education, identifying and 
describing competencies is a core objective. Nitsch et al. (2015) identify two types of 
competence models that can inform identification and description of competencies: models of 
competence levels and models of competence structures. Models of competence levels help 
understand individual stages of competencies development and models of competence 





According to Getha-Taylor, Hummert, Nalbandian, and Silvia (2013) development of 
competencies move through four stages. These four stages are unconscious incompetence, 
conscious incompetence, conscious competence, unconscious competence (See figure 3.4: 
Hierarchy of competence). The stages suggest that individuals are first unaware of how little 
they know, then they become aware and can develop new skills. They become conscious of 
the skill and know how to do something. Eventually they can exercise the skill with little to 
no conscious effort. Getha-Taylor et al. (2013) contend that the emphasis on competencies vs. 
knowledge, skill and attitude in contemporary society “…reflects rapidly changing 
environments that require skills extending beyond the boundaries of any one job and that 
indicate an individual’s ability to adapt and learn” (p. 143). This observation is consistent 
with descriptions of cyber operator practice outlined in chapter 2. However, in order to utilize 
this competence level model for cyber operator education, the competencies need to be 
identified. 
 
Figure 3. 4: Hierarchy of competence 
 
Competence structure models explicitly describing the competence structures of cyber 
operators are hard to find, but frameworks addressing digital competence in the educational 
domain might guide future developments. Ferrari (2012) presents a review of 15 frameworks 
that address development of digital competence that potentially can inform cyber operator 
competencies. Ferrari (2012) report on three areas: a definition of digital competence, the 
identification of competence areas and a discussion of the levels. The proposed definition of 
digital competencies is built on different learning domains (knowledge, attitudes and skills) 
and spreads across several competence areas: 
 
Digital Competence is the set of knowledge, skills, attitudes (thus including abilities, 
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strategies, values and awareness) that are required when using ICT and digital media 
to perform tasks; solve problems; communicate; manage information; collaborate; 
create and share content; and build knowledge effectively, efficiently, appropriately, 
critically, creatively, autonomously, flexibly, ethically, reflectively for work, leisure, 
participation, learning, socialising, consuming, and empowerment. (Ferrari, 2012, p. 
12) 
 
In resemblance with the presupposition of this thesis, Ferrari (2012) advocate that having 
technical skills at the core of a digital competence model does not give enough importance to 
other equally relevant aspects. He suggests that digital competence should be understood as a 
multi-faceted concept, and that technical operations should be considered like any other 
component of the framework. See Figure 3. 5: Competence construct model on digital 
competencies (Ferrari, 2012). 
 
 
Figure 3. 5: Competence construct model on digital competencies (Ferrari, 2012) 
 
The leap from cyber operator cognitive competencies to digital competencies can be 
considered a large one. However, similarities in description of competence structures are 
interesting to note and the possibility for digital competence models to inform cyber operator 
education cannot be dismissed. Competence structure models form the basis for the analysis 
of competence levels, as the general structure needs to be known before different levels can 
be identified (Nitsch et al., 2015). As outlined above and in chapter 3, the social-cognitive 
tradition view competencies as more than knowledge, skills and attitudes. In defining 
competencies, the scope of these can vary from highly specific competencies in narrow 
domains to broadly conceptualized key competencies (Hartig et al., 2008). Taking into 
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account that both existing competence models of digital competence and research literature on 
cyber operator competencies indicate that the competence constructs facilitates cyber operator 
performance are multi-faceted, this thesis try to identify and assess broadly conceptualized 
key cognitive competencies. These key cognitive competencies can ”… facilitate the 
acquisition and use of specific competencies” (Hartig et al., 2008, p. 7). In cyber operator 
practice and education, the need for well-founded competence assessments is evident. 
Research concerning theoretically as well as empirically sound models of competence 
structures, competence levels, and competence development is required.  
 
3.1.4 Application of social cognitive theory in this thesis 
 
Employing social cognitive theory as the overall theoretical framework, both in this extended 
abstract and in the published articles, provided a mode of thinking that enabled me to advance 
in answering the research questions. Social cognitive theory was amended to account for 
hybrid environments and potential for cyberspace behaviors. However, part two15 of this 
project required attention to measuring cyber operator performance to enable answering 
research questions four and six. In absence of other performance measures in cyber operations 
self-regulation was a promising way to quantify cyber operator performance. This section will 
outline how linking cognitive competencies and cyber operator performance was performed 
by developing the cognitive agility construct.  
 
In part two of this project, as a part of methods development, a hypothesis was formed that 
cyber operators able to exercise extended cognitive freedoms, i.e. being able to move 
effortlessly within The Hybrid Space, would show better performance. This hypothesis is 
inspired and grounded in Banduras social cognitive theory where he describes that given the 
same environmental conditions “…people who have the capabilities for exercising many 
options and are adept at regulating their own behavior will have greater freedom than will 
those who have limited means of personal agency” (Bandura, 1986 p. 36). The development 
of cognitive agility, a proposed cognitive competence associated with performance in The 
Hybrid Space that is presented in articles four and five (Jøsok, Hedberg, Knox, Helkala, 
Lugo, et al., 2018; Jøsok et al., 2019), is a direct consequence of this insight.  
 
 




Cognitive agility was first defined in this research context by Knox, Lugo, Jøsok, Helkala & 
Sütterlin (2017) as “…cognitive focus movements, aka. cognitive agility…” (p. 334). In article 
four of this thesis, the construct was expanded and defined as “…the ability to be attentionally 
flexible, where flexible expansion and contraction of cognitive focus allows for both 
panoramic and selected attention in The Hybrid Space” (Jøsok, Hedberg, Knox, Helkala, 
Sütterlin, et al., 2018, p. 371). Cognitive agility was further developed and is in article five 
defined as made up of cognitive flexibility, cognitive openness and focused attention (Jøsok et 
al., 2019). In article five we also successfully associate self-regulation and cognitive agility. 
The measurement of cognitive agility is cyber operator self-reported cognitive position in The 
Hybrid Space over time. Operationalization of cognitive agility in The Hybrid Space is 
therefore x-axis and y-axis and total movement as well as quadrant change over time as 
explained in article four and five. Reporting a position in The Hybrid Space is reporting a 
focus of cognition. The articles in this thesis also propose metacognitions as important for 
cyber operator performance. While cognitive agility is cognitive movement in The Hybrid 
Space these cognitions, i.e., the process of moving over time, are supported by metacognitions 
embedded in the functions and processes of self-regulation as explained in this chapter. 
 
Development of the cognitive agility construct was enabled by employing research on social 
cognitive theory and self-regulation as outlined in this chapter and in article five. It was a vital 
element in part two, and a prerequisite for completing part three16 of this project. Defining 
cognitive agility as a cognitive competency and linking it to performance on cyber operators 




The macrocognition17 perspective was introduced in article three to aid the study of cognitive 
processes in a natural cyber operator work environment, to guide the development of method 
in article four and to frame the design of the experiment in article five. The macrocognition 
perspective emerged from naturalistic decision making (NDM) studies and its primary goals 
of research are to understand cognitive adaptations to complexity and studying the mapping 
between cognitive work and real-world demands to inform theory development (Ward et al., 
 
16 Defined in section 1.1 as: Collecting and analyzing quantitative data on cyber operator cognitive agility. 
17  Macrocognition is subject to a variety of definitions that resemble each other by the commonality of explaining cognition 
in natural environments. For definitions see for example; (Fiore et al., 2010; Hoffman & McNeese, 2009; G. Klein et al., 
2003; G. Klein & Wright, 2016). 
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2017). This mode of thinking originates from Brunswick’s work on ecological validity where 
he argues that design of experiments should be representative of the organisms ecology or 
habitat (Hammond, 1998) which also implicitly emphasize the triadic relationship between 
person, behavior and environment. The macrocognition perspective therefore harmonizes 
with the overall social cognitive theoretical framework. While social cognitive theory is 
utilized in this thesis to theoretically underpin cyber operator performance and to develop 
cognitive agility, macrocognition informs the development of method and experiment as well 
as provides motivation to study cyber operator cognitions during a cyber defence exercise.  
 
The environmental conditions of interest in macrocognitive research is often associated with 
vague goals, organizational constraints, high stakes, and levels of experience not easily 
captured in controlled laboratory settings (G. Klein & Wright, 2016). In discussing the 
macrocognitive environment, G. Klein et al. (2003) identified a series of features that form 
the context in which naturalistic decision making normally takes place. These features are 
amongst others: ill-defined goals and ill-structured tasks, uncertainty, ambiguity, missing 
data, shifting and competing goals, dynamic and continually changing conditions, action-
feedback loops (real-time reactions to changed conditions), time stress, high stakes, multiple 
players, organizational goals and norms, and experienced decision makers (G. Klein & 
Klinger, 1991). This list of features resembles very much the prerequisites for The Hybrid 
Space conceptual framework described in article one (Jøsok et al., 2016). Therefore, in article 
three the macrocognitive perspective is juxtaposed with The Hybrid Space to explore how the 
two can augment each other with focus on cyber operator teamwork and cognitive adaptation 
to cyber operator work environment. Article three disclose that in available research literature, 
there is a common acknowledgement of the contested environment in which cyber operations 
are performed (Jøsok et al., 2017). Especially high stakes, ill-defined goals and tasks, 
information load, uncertainty and dynamic conditions are common features (see e.g. (M. A. 
Champion et al., 2012; Forsythe et al., 2013; Knott et al., 2013; Lathrop et al., 2016; Mancuso 
et al., 2014)).  
 
3.2.1 Functions and processes of macrocognition 
 
G. Klein (2007) argues that complex settings require a more adaptive philosophy that breaks 
with the fixed goal and fixed roles and tasks paradigm. Klein calls for a flexible execution 
that appreciates the process of setting goals, learning and discovery through planning and 
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eventually redefining goals based on new insight into newly discovered, earlier invisible, 
relationships and dependencies (G. Klein, 2007). To attain these goals the macrocognition 
perspective provides a range of supporting functions and processes presented in figure 3. 5: 
Macrocognition - Functions and processes.  
 
Figure 3. 6: Macrocognition - Functions and processes (Macrocognition, 2016) 
The distinction between functions and processes is both for pragmatic and theoretical 
purposes (G. Klein et al., 2003). While the functions of macrocognition is referring to what 
experts do in complex environments, the processes are supporting the functions, making them 
more effective. This mindset of macrocognition makes it more a perspective than a theory or 
framework. Critique of NDM and macrocognition have been raised because of less concern 
for testing hypothesizes, normative and/rational models and precision. The macrocognitive 
perspective is more focused on plausibility, descriptive models and formulating useful 
models. Holding the macrocognition perspective up against the descriptions of cyber operator 
cognitive work environment provided in the state of art chapter reveals that cyber operators 
indeed engage in the functions and processes shown in figure 3.6 Macrocognition - Functions 
and processes; e.g. Adnan et al. (2015) description of work practices are examples of 
practices that require cyber operators to engage in macrocognitive functions and processes. 
Gaining situational awareness and situate the work practices in the current context can also be 
argued to require cyber operators to engage in macrocognitive functions and processes as 




3.2.2 Application of macrocognition in this thesis 
 
An effect of a more digitized society is changes in the nature of work activities towards more 
cognitively oriented work (Bandura, 1997; Ward et al., 2017). Employing the macrocognitive 
perspective in this thesis to explore cyber operator cognitive competencies, helps mapping 
and understanding the relation between a complex environment and the corresponding 
cognitive demands. The macrocognitive perspective is focused on environments that are 
highly interactive and comprised of multiple agents and artefacts. This description is 
consistent with the characteristics of The Hybrid Space as described in articles one to three in 
this thesis. Macrocognition acknowledges these features of cognitive work systems and the 
fact that it presents significant challenges to scientific methodology and theory, and to 
subsequent design of reliable work methods and the technologies that shape them (Ward et 
al., 2017). In part three of this project the annual CDX at the NDCA served as the research 
arena. The macrocognition perspective motivated to utilize this arena because of its 
embracement of environmental complexity in research and critique of controlled laboratory 
research experiments. The macrocognitive perspective serves a purpose to connect some of 
the challenges in cyber operator practice exposed by The Hybrid Space and connect those to 
cognitive competencies. In this sense, the macrocognitive perspective contributes to this 
thesis by adding perspectives on methodology that supported the development of the 
cognitive agility construct and allowed for performing an experience without rigorous control 
of the environmental conditions. The field of macrocognition is also argued to be well suited 
for addressing cognitive training requirements (G. Klein & Wright, 2016). Therefore, it can 
inform the connection between experienced subject matter experts and the education and 
training of novices and practitioners.  
 
3.3 Summary of theoretical perspectives 
 
In this chapter I have outlined how social cognitive theory and macrocognition have been 
employed to pursue the research questions in this PhD project through its three parts.  
Social cognitive theory provided the overall theoretical framework that facilitated exploration 
of The Hybrid Space, enabled investigating how and in what ways and to what extent cyber 
operators’ performance is supported by cognitive competencies and to develop the cognitive 
agility construct. The macrocognitive perspective motivated to undertake an experimental 
research approach, this applied and non-limiting view on the environment and provides 
grounds for understanding how cognition adapts to complex hybrid environments. In concert 
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with the theory employed in the articles of this thesis, these perspectives facilitate better 
understanding of the cognitive demands of cyber operator practice as well as providing 




4 Data and methodology 
 
The work with this thesis disclosed that the research field of cyber operator practice and 
education lacks a coherent set of methods, principles, rules and regulations. Also, as outlined 
in this extended abstract, the core concepts of cyberspace and cyber operator practice are 
either disputed or in a process of being formed. Therefore, investigating the role of cognitive 
competencies in cyber operator practice and education required a substantial amount of 
literature review and concept development in order to comprehend problems associated with 
the main research question. Further, to be able to perform empirical data collection on cyber 
operator cognitive competencies, both method and metrics had to be developed. In this 
chapter I make the methodological and ethical challenges visible by scrutinizing my 
methodological foundation and exposing the ethical challenges I have confronted in this 
project. 
 
The introduction to this thesis outlines how the research questions have guided the research 
progress through three parts. In this chapter I will first explain the methodological challenges 
and solutions relating to each part in sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, before giving consideration to 
methodological considerations relating to literature reviews in section 4.4, validity and 
reliability of the research in section 4.5, ethical considerations and my role as a researcher in 
sections 4.6 and 4.7. Finally, I will sum up the chapter and offer some reflections on the 
methodological strengths and limitations of this study in section 4.8.  
 
4.1 Part 1: Development and exploration of The Hybrid Space conceptual framework 
 
The first part of this project can be characterized as a creative and exploratory phase of 
research, where a combination of methods were employed. The question of how to educate 
the next generation of cyber officers; triggered a journey were I in power of being an 
instructor at the NDCA engaged in conversations with students and subject matter experts, 
observed practice and explored literature on the matter. This process resulted in the 
development of The Hybrid Space conceptual framework. The methodological weakness of 
this early stage of research is lack of a stringent methodological approach. However, whether 
such early stages in novel research can actually be methodologically sound is questioned. As 
Knutsen (2016) points to in his critique of the hypothetic deductive method; the hypothesis 
has to come from somewhere, and this ‘place’ is best characterized by a fluid process over 
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time. In this respect, the development of The Hybrid Space framework can better be 
characterized as an inductive approach where coincident and formal research methods worked 
together in the first stages of hypothesis and conceptual development. The main effort of this 
initial part can be described as utilizing the scientific “…way of thinking that leads us towards 
testable explanations of what we observe in the world around us” (Coolican, 2014, p. 6). 
What we observed in the world around us was captured in The Hybrid Space conceptual 
framework. The next step was to scientifically underpin and disseminate it.  
 
The first literature review was performed by keyword search for the word “cyber” and the 
results were manually screened for relevance in accordance with the description in section 
4.4. Further, the search was expanded to include ‘socio-technical systems’ and ‘cyber 
physical systems’ as these seemed promising areas of research to inform the scientific 
underpinning of The Hybrid Space. Internet search engines, open access online journals and 
Google Scholar were used in this initial stage to search for relevant literature. Challenges 
identified were first a lack of scientific literature addressing cyber operator practice with 
focus on psychological factors and second the results returned originated from many different 
scientific areas. Literature assessed as capable of underpinning The Hybrid Space mainly 
originated from military journals, governmental and military concept papers and human 
factors research including psychology journals with a substantial amount stemming from 
conferences proceedings. This sparked the idea of disseminating The Hybrid Space at a 
conference instead of in a journal as the thematic of cyber operator competencies clearly were 
more discussed in such venues as well as offering the opportunity to get instant feedback on 
The Hybrid Space framework. Two conferences were considered; Human-Computer 
Interaction and Applied Human Factors and Ergonomics. The Human Computer Interaction 
Conference was chosen as its focus is in the intersection of computer science and behavioral 
sciences. 
 
The two following articles, two and three, aimed at populating The Hybrid Space employed a 
more stringent methodology. Both articles utilize the method of literature review combined 
with discussion and observations done in the educational context of the NDCA. In these 
articles the official online databases available at Inland Norway University of Applied 




Article two utilizes cognitive engineering methodology to design the OLB-model. Cognitive 
engineering is a method using cognitive psychology to develop models that can support 
cognitive processes (Lee, Kirlik, & Dainoff, 2013). Development of the OLB-model was 
inspired by Morrow and Fischer (2013) description of the role of communication in socio-
technical systems. The literature review performed in preparation of article one informed the 
initial stages of developing the model. A new literature review was performed to include 
aspects of cyber operator communication in teams and with superiors in the military 
hierarchy. Keywords included ‘team communication’, ‘safety-critical communication’ and 
‘communication in sociotechnical systems’. Results were manually screened, and a 
snowballing methodology was applied to identify additional relevant literature. A snowballing 
technique was chosen as it is capable of producing a network of relevant articles and 
“…facilitates insights into the broad context of the research instead of the narrow set of 
publications that are returned in keyword searches” (Lecy & Beatty, 2012, p. 5). Article 
three includes a review of the current state of art of the macrocognitive perspective. 
Keywords included in preparation of this article was simply; “macrocogniton”. Then literature 
with relevance for hybrid environments and cyber operator practice were selected to inform 
the article. In addition, relevant literature identified in preparation of article one and two were 
also used to contextualize macrocognition in the military cyber operator context. While article 
three was found suitable for the Human Computer Interaction conference, two journals were 
considered for article two. These were Journal of Military Studies and Military Psychology. 
Military Psychology was assessed as most appropriate as its aims to include research on 
psychological principles within a military environment. 
 
A methodological challenge in these first articles is the sheer number of terms used in 
scientific communities to explain cyberspace and cyber operator practice related questions. 
Performing the search in such a way that it produced relevant hits proved a monumental 
challenge. Authors might refer to cyberspace as the digital, cyber, internet, online, social 
media, electronic communication or other terminologies associated with cyberspace, making 
the selection of literature time consuming and less accurate. Therefore, employing a 
snowballing methodology became necessary to gain insight into the research area of interest 
as the result from the keyword searches were assessed to be fragmentary. The lesson learned 
is that cyberspace is still young and undeveloped conceptually, resulting in methodological 
weaknesses in any form of literature review in the area of cyberspace and consequently cyber 




4.2 Part 2: Developing a method and a software to collect empirical data 
 
The first part of this project introduced the notion of cognitive agility as a potential 
performance measure in cyber operator practice. Part two, disseminated in article four, 
describes the process of developing method and metrics to enable the conduct of the 
experiment. This was achieved by designing a software, The Hybrid Space app, tailored to 
collect data on cyber operator cognitive focus and operationalizing The Hybrid Space 
framework to enable assessment of cyber operator cognitive agility. This work enabled 
answering research question four and five.  
 
In the process of building The Hybrid Space app, first a literature search was performed to 
disclose alternative ways in which cognitive data could be collected. No specific keywords 
were used, but an exploratory approach identifying the available methods for measuring 
cognitive focus in cyber operator was applied. Also the book; Research Methods for Cyber 
Security (Edgar & Manz, 2017) was used to gain an overview of methods to assess. As 
discussed in article four, no available methods that could inform the capturing of cognitive 
focus in context of The Hybrid Space were identified. Consequently, metrics and methods had 
to be developed. The 2016 CDX was utilized to explore ways of capturing data on cognitive 
focus in The Hybrid Space with a paper and pencil procedure (See figure 4.1: Data collected 
during the 2016 CDX).  
 




Figure 4.1 shows an example of data collection on cyber operator cognitive focus during the 
2016 CDX. This operator is reporting at 1800 hours that he is engaged in surveillance and that 
he is traversing between tactical and strategic considerations in the cyber sphere of The 
Hybrid Space. A cyber operator reporting the task surveillance means that he, as a part of his 
team, is responsible for monitoring the network by using a software named ‘kibana’. The 
software can be adjusted and tuned by the operator to capture abnormalities in the network 
that could indicate efforts to gain unauthorized access to the network (aka cyber-attack). The 
CDX is designed so that the network activities performed by the attacker team is aligned with 
an overall strategic and operational context framed by written and oral scenario injects. This 
might explain why this cyber operator is traversing on the y-axis; to make sense of the activity 
in the network with the evolving strategic context. The operator also has indicated the level of 
control and effort on a scale from 1 to 20. These data were not analyzed as a part of this PhD 
to narrow the scope of this project. Note that the possibility to indicate multiple locations is 
not supported by The Hybrid Space app where only one location can be indicated at a time. 
Based on what was learned from this exercise we developed The Hybrid Space app. A spiral 
lifecycle methodology18 was used to design and develop the software and to address the 
security aspects of using an online software to collect data. The motivation for developing this 
software was to make data collection more efficient and to automatize data handling. This 
was a direct outcome of lessons learned from data collection during the 2016 CDX19.  
 
The Hybrid Space app participant window is shown in figure 4.2. This interface enables the 
participant to log in using a unique identification number and password. Research participants 
use the participant window to mark their cognitive focus and indicate their perceived level of 
control by sliding the sliders right or left before submitting their data. In the comment field 
they indicate the task they are currently engaged in. 
 
18 A spiral lifecycle methodology is characterized by repeated iteration of four software development phases. These are; 
determine objectives; evaluate alternatives; develop software and evaluate/plan next phase.  
19 The data from the 2016 CDX is not included as a part of this thesis but was an important steppingstone to gain experience 




Figure 4. 2: The Hybrid Space App participant window. 
 
The researcher view with examples of data collected is shown in figure 4.3. The software also 
includes a visual representation of the data collected that is useful for interpreting data and 
presents the opportunity for visual analysis. Note that also the cognitive movements over time 
is automatically computed and indicated as; x travel, y travel, total travel and quadrant 
change. These are referred to in article five and this extended abstract as cognitive agility 
indicators or metrics. Datasets can also be exported to comma-separated values (CSV) or 
excel format to enable further statistical analysis.  
   




Article four also includes the operationalization of cognitive movements (see figure 4.4) in 
The Hybrid Space that are used to measure cyber operator cognitive agility in article five.  
 
Figure 4. 4: Operationalization of The Hybrid Space movements. 
 
The Hybrid Space app is the result of a methodological challenge, and a methodological 
challenge in itself. The strengths of digitizing data collection are that it provides a more 
versatile data collection and presents swift and flexible opportunities for visualization and 
analysis of data. The methodological issues of self-reporting cognitive data are common to 
answering questionnaires on self-regulation employed in this research and will be discussed 
as a part of addressing validity and reliability of data in section 4.5. The article was found 
suitable for dissemination in the Human Computer Interaction conference. 
 
4.3 Part 3: Collecting and analyzing quantitative data on cyber operator cognitive agility and 
self-regulation. 
 
Part three of this project builds on the literature reviews from part one and two as well as the 
developed method and software presented in article four and section 4.2. However, in 
preparation of article five a literature review was performed by keyword search covering 
aspects of “cyber operator tasks” “cyber operator performance” and “cognitive agility”. The 
results were manually screened for relevance in accordance with the description in section 
4.4. The results informed the writing of article five.  
 
Based on the assessed strengths of the macrocognitive perspective as outlined in chapter 3, 
the research arena decided was the annual CDX at the NDCA. During this exercise the cyber 
cadets work in teams to defend a network from cyber-attacks. This was the first stage in the 
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research process where I formally interacted with students to recruit research participants. The 
aim of the project was presented to the whole cohort the first week of the exercise (See article 
five or figure 4.5 for an overview of the experiment components and timetable of the 
quantitative data collection). In this session The Hybrid Space framework was presented. This 
was a necessity because of the need to apply the framework as a part of the research. 
However, when presenting the framework there is a risk of instilling thought processes in the 
participants minds that earlier did not exist. A common concern, especially for qualitative 
research, is not to impose the researchers views on the participants in the study (Punch, 2002). 
The risk of producing a Hawthorne effect20 in such respect is evident. To mitigate the chance 
of such an effect, the participants were encouraged to register their location as correctly as 
possible without adjusting the answer to what they think is correct or preferred by the 
researcher. After the presentation they were given the information in written form and a 
consent form, they then had six days to evaluate if they wanted to participate. The 23 cyber 
cadets who chose to participate signed and handed in the consent form. The participants first 
answered (Day 0 as indicated in figure 4.5) an online questionnaire consisting of the Self-
Regulation Questionnaire (SRQ), used to evaluate self-regulatory ability through self-report 
(Brown et al., 1999). They then indicated their cognitive focus in The Hybrid Space in The 
Hybrid Space app every full hour during the four days of the CDX (Day 1-4 as indicated in 
figure 4.5). The participants used their own computers to access The Hybrid Space app 
making the research less resource intensive. The experimental set up is shown in figure 4.5 
and in article five (Jøsok et al., 2019). 
 
 
20 Hawthorne effect is often referred to as the observer effect. In research contexts involving observation this is a delicate 
matter, as observation in itself leads individuals to modify aspects of their behavior as a response to being observed. In the 
context this PhD, introducing The Hybrid Space framework and asking cadets to mark their position will trigger thought 




Figure 4. 5: Experimental setup. 
 
To ensure the anonymity of the participants, they were given a unique identification number 
for both the online questionnaires and The Hybrid Space app. After the completion of both, 
the data was imported into SPSS for further statistical analysis. Correlations and regression 
analysis were performed with self-regulation as the independent variable and cognitive 
movements entered as dependent variables. The alpha levels for testing the hypothesis was set 
at the 0.05 level. Due to a small sample size a restrictive wording in accordance with Mukaka 
(2012) were used in article five to explain the correlations. The relationship between 
movement in The Hybrid Space and self-regulation was investigated using Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient. Linear regression was used to assess the ability of self-
regulation to predict cognitive movement in The Hybrid Space. Cognitive agility indicators 
were set at as dependent variables, and self-regulation total scores were set as independent 
variable. Finally, scatterplots were generated to visualize the results. Details on statistical 
analysis and further description of method can be found in article five (Jøsok et al., 2019).  
 
In preparation of article five, four journals were considered for publication. These were 
Journal of Military Studies, Military Psychology, Nordic Journal of Digital Literacies and 
Frontiers in Psychology. Frontiers in Psychology was chosen because it is ranked as a level 2 
journal by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data and at the time had a special research 
topic titled: ‘Mastering Cyberpower: Cognitive Sciences and The Human Factor in Civilian 




4.4 Literature review 
 
The literature reviews of this thesis were based on keyword search assisted by a snowballing 
methodology. Both the reviews performed in preparation of the articles as well as this 
extended abstract followed the methodology described in this section. However, the keywords 
varied slightly in the different articles as these have different focus areas, and has been 
accounted for in methodology description of respectively part one, two and three in this 
chapter. In all cases the returned results were manually screened for relevance. In relevant 
literature the references were inspected to allow for further identification of informative 
sources in accordance with the snowballing methodology described by Lecy and Beatty 
(2012). In both cases, only the most relevant articles were included based on the following 
criteria:  
• The source directly addresses at least one specific aspect of cyber operator 
competence or aspects of cyber operator work environment able to inform the 
answering of one or several of the research questions.  
• The source is not directly related to the cyber operator work environment or 
competencies but provides information about cyberspace related human practice and 
education (both military and civilian). 
Further, the sources were analysed based on their origin and publication channel. Sources 
from publication channels ranked at level 1 and 2 by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data 
were included. Sources from other publication channels were manually judged by their origin 
and relevance. Sources from a well-respected organization or author were ranked higher than 
one from a lesser known entity. Particularly sources from non-ranked military journals, 
official governmental reports and reports from international non-governmental institutes were 
given high ranking. Sources that were perceived as highly relevant to the topic were included 
above the lesser relevant sources. Finally, sources more recently published were given a 
higher ranking than older ones. 
 
Application of the keyword search methodology does not guarantee that multiple researchers 
will collect the same bodies of articles. Especially in an interdisciplinary research effort such 
as cyber operator education and practice (Caulkins et al., 2016; Newhouse et al., 2017) were 
there is a limit to the amount of perspectives to include. Relevant literature to inform the 
research questions of this study was identified in a variety of scientific disciplines. I found 
this to be challenging traditional frameworks of how to perform a rigorous literature review. 
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I.e. performing a keyword search within a defined scientific discipline to uncover the current 
state of art within that area. This challenge is captured by Leech, Dellinger, Brannagan, and 
Tanaka (2010) that discuss the challenge of researchers limiting their works by placing it in a 
qualitative or quantitative framework to avoid mixing paradigms and methodologies. They 
propose that pragmatic approaches collaborating and mixing epistemological views can be 
viewed as a strength and produce quality research, however few validation frameworks are 
available to assist evaluating such research efforts (Leech et al., 2010). In accordance with 
their proposed validation framework, the literature reviews performed as a part of this project 
can be evaluated as a part of their foundational element. Then the questions to be answered is 
if the literature is appropriate of the purpose of the study, if the literature inform the purpose, 
design, measurement, analysis and inferences, and if the quality of the review is satisfactory 
(See Leech et al. (2010) for a complete list of questions).  
 
Since 2015, when the work on this thesis started, several new journals have been established 
as a response to the interdisciplinary nature of cyber security. One example is the Journal of 
Cybersecurity that is “...premised on the belief that computer science-based approaches, 
while necessary, are not sufficient to tackle cybersecurity challenges. Instead, scholarly 
contributions from a range of disciplines are needed to understand the varied aspects of 
cybersecurity” (Journal of Cybersecurity, 2020). Therefore, there is reason to believe that 
future research would have more interdisciplinary resources available than this study had. 
These interdisciplinary resources are a promising way forward as they will contribute to ease 
the search for literature within the area of cyber operator practice. Future literature research 
into cognitive competencies in cyber operator education and practice should include databases 
that represent both military and civilian domains as well as both educational and 
psychological domains. Highly relevant interdisciplinary journals in the area, such as the 
Journal of Cybersecurity, should be identified, included and manually searched for relevant 
articles. To limit the number of returns and to raise relevance of content, I would also 
recommend restricting searches to articles published after approximately the year of 2010 
because of the rapid development of cyberspace and its application in a digitized society. 
Lastly, future research should also apply a coding scheme that is capable of extracting the 
relevant data or content to the topic of interest. These actions would ensure what (Boote & 
Beile, 2005) describe as a “…more substantive, thorough, sophisticated literature review” (p. 




4.5 Validity and reliability 
 
Disseminating scientific research includes giving consideration to the rigor of the research to 
expose the measures taken by the researcher to ensure the quality of the study (Heale & 
Twycross, 2015). This section will address the question of validity and reliability of the three 
parts of the study. First, I will outline validity and reliability in general before discussing each 
part successively. In part one the validity of The Hybrid Space will be discussed. In part two 
the validity and reliability of the Hybrid Space app and the cognitive agility construct will be 
discussed. In part three the validity and reliability regarding the conduct of the experiment, 
analysis of data and findings will be discussed. 
 
4.5.1 Validity and reliability in general 
 
Validity is associated with a well-grounded research method employing means capable of 
accurately measuring what they are intended to measure (Golafshani, 2003; Silverman, 2014). 
Reliability is associated with the ability to replicate the results in the same situation on 
repeated occasions under similar methodology, e.g. the repeatability of the study (Heale & 
Twycross, 2015). Validity determines truthfulness of the research results and can be divided 
in two types; experiment and test validity (Heffner, 2018). Experiment validity can further be 
divided into two main categories, internal and external. Internal validity refers to the extent 
the results of the study can be explained by the casual relationship between the independent 
and depended variables. External validity refers to the extent the findings can be generalized 
(Heffner, 2018). Further, assessing validity of a specific test can according to Cronbach and 
Meehl (1955) be divided into two categories; content validity and criterion validity. Content 
validity corresponding to if the inventory or concept are capable of measuring what it aims to 
measure and if it is grounded in theoretical concepts. Criterion validity corresponding to the 
inventory or concepts are related to an existing measure and if it can predict performance or 
another criterion (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955). Reliability determines the consistency of results 
and consist of two main categories; internal and external. Internal is concerned of to which 
extent a measure is consistent within itself, and external to which a measure varies form one 
use to another (Heffner, 2018). An overview of validity and reliability constructs as it is 





Figure 4. 6: Overview of validity and reliability constructs 
4.5.2 Part 1 
The Hybrid Space is not a test or measure in itself. However, it is proposed to represent the 
reality of the cyber operator cognitive work environment in article one (Jøsok et al., 2016). 
The question then becomes to what extent The Hybrid Space actually is capable of 
representing reality, and how it further contributes to or reduces the validity of the research. 
Therefore, the validity of The Hybrid Space must be addressed. Cronbach and Meehl (1955) 
places the validity of constructs within the content validity category and describes it as a 
complex question where the testing of validity must be capable of demonstrating the 
phenomenon investigated actually exist. Golafshani (2003) describes a construct in the 
context of validity as; “…the initial concept, notion, question or hypothesis that determines 
which data is to be gathered and how it is to be gathered” (p. 599). Construct validity 
therefore entails demonstrating the power of The Hybrid Space to framing cyber operator 
cognitive work environment. The development of The Hybrid Space is explained in chapters 
1 and 4 and is grounded in existing theory in article one. However, taking the limitations 
outlined in this chapter into account, only the descriptions found in the literature on cyber 
operator work environment and own experience from education underpins the validity of The 
Hybrid Space conceptual frameworks to framing cyber operator cognitive work environment. 
However, considerable consistency regarding the complexity of cyber operator work 
environment exists in the literature and considerable insecurity about cyber operator practice 
and work environment exists both in the practice field and the scientific research area. It is 
therefore, at this time, impossible to claim that The Hybrids Space accurately represents the 
cognitive work environment of cyber operators. However, as a part one of the project four 
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workshops were arranged in different sectors (i.e. Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Sparebank 1 Accounting, Norwegian University of Science and Technolgy and The 
Norwegian Armed Forces Cyber Defence Staff) where The Hybrid Space was presented and 
discussed. All workshops gave feedback that the framework made sense, partly confirmed the 
challenges described with digitization and added insight enabling the further improvement of 
the framework prior to dissemination in article one. The OLB-model is not used in further 
research in this thesis, and therefore its validity will not be discussed.  
4.5.3 Part 2 
 
Validity of The Hybrid Space app is determined by whether it truly measures what it is 
intended to measure. As described in this chapter and elaborated in article four (Jøsok, 
Hedberg, Knox, Helkala, Lugo, et al., 2018), it is designed to measure the cognitive focus of 
cyber operators. As The Hybrid Space app participant window (See figure 4.2) is similar to all 
participants, the validity of the measurement cognitive focus will be dependent on the 
participants understanding of The Hybrid Space conceptual framework and interpretation of 
own cognitive focus in relation to the framework. According to Nevo (1985) the face validity 
(a part of content validity) is high if the purpose of the test is clear, even with naïve 
participants, and accordingly low if the test is unclear. As The Hybrid Space app is unique it 
is not tested or rated by other operators or subject matter experts yet this reduces the validity 
of the app. Also, the low number of participants and data points collected makes testing of 
content validity in this study difficult. However, The Hybrid Space app is made available for 
anyone and along with data presented in article five, this enables future studies to assess 
validity of The Hybrid Space app. The participants understanding of The Hybrid Space and 
their ability to identify own cognitive focus and indicate that accurately remains the major 
validity issues. To mitigate such causes of errors the framework was presented to the 
participants in day -6 (See figure 4.5) and a discussion amongst the participants were 
facilitated to establish common understanding.  
 
Cognitive agility is measured by four metrics as shown in figure 4.4. Given that The Hybrid 
Space is representing the cyber operator cognitive work environment accurately and the cyber 
operator is accurately reporting cognitive location in the Hybrid Space app, content validity of 
cognitive agility in terms of cognitive movements in The Hybrid Space can be argued to be 
high. E.g. The Hybrid Space app is capable collecting data on cyber operator cognitive focus. 
Reliability of The Hybrid Space app cannot be assessed as a part of this study as it does not 
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perform controls of its internal reliability nor have external data to control for external 
reliability.  
 
4.5.4 Part 3 
 
Part three of this study utilizes the CDX as the research arena as described in section 4.3. 
Employing a macrocognitive perspective and performing research in natural settings presents 
challenges to both validity and reliability because of its openness to include context and 
complexity. As in all behavioral sciences, the dilemma between internal validity by high 
levels of standardization versus ecological (external) validity and generalization has to be 
addressed. However, also controlled experiments also involve many compromises. Controlled 
experiments restrict context and often use tasks with well-defined goals and raise doubts 
about whether findings can be associated with natural settings (Ward et al., 2017). The 
macrocognitive perspective offers unique opportunities for discoveries and is therefore 
suitable for exploring complex and emerging phenomenon such as cyber operator 
competencies. However, it is also impossible to claim that the research arena contributes to 
enhance validity and reliability of this study.  
 
The empirical part of this study, disseminated in article five, examines the relationship 
between self-regulation and cognitive agility. The empirical data on cognitive agility is 
collected in a non-controlled macrocognitive environment as defined in section 3.2, using the 
Hybrid Space app. Independent variable data is collected by the SRQ online questionnaire 
(See article five for description of the SRQ (Jøsok et al., 2019)). According to Brown et al. 
(1999) the SRQ is considered both valid and reliable with a high test-retest reliability for the 
total SRQ score (r = .94, p < .0001), high internal consistency of the scale (α = .91) and strong 
convergent validity with concomitant measures. Cognitive agility is a novel measure and due 
to a lack of control group external reliability cannot be assessed.  
 
4.5.5 Summary on validity and reliability  
 
The section above outline a series of validity and reliability issues related to the concept and 
methods of this study. Other aspects that influence the validity of the project includes 
performance indicators and availability of a control group. There is currently no performance 
scale to assess good or bad performance of cyber operators. Additionally, there is no control 
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group available, as the NDCA was the only higher education in Norway at the time of data 
collection that educates cyber operators.  
 
The overall reliability of the study is impossible to assess, and the study is hard to replicate 
because of the lack of control group, research conditions (CDX) and the macrocognitive 
approach. The overall internal validity of the study is also difficult to assess as it depends on a 
series of concepts and methods outline above. This makes also the external validity of the 
study hard to assess. However, the experiment was outlined in article five as a pilot study and 
could both inspire and inform further research into cyber operator practice and education. 
Experience form this study suggest that subject matter expert assessment of performance is 
difficult as observing cyber operator behavior is challenging. Future studies should consider 
using cyber operators self-assessed performance as a measure of performance.  
 
4.6 Researching young people 
 
The Children and Young People's Participation and Competence Development (BUK) 
interdisciplinary research program is focused on the field of development of young people in 
the society of today and tomorrow (BUK, 2010). The participants in this project are between 
the age of 19 and 28 and they are selected to undergo a military education or have completed 
their military education. Many methodological issues are the same in research with young 
people as with adults (Heath, Brooks, Cleaver, & Ireland, 2009). In the context of this 
research project there are reasons to think that this is the case but there is one difference: the 
young people that are my informants have grown up with cyberspace, while adults have been 
gradually introduced to cyberspace. The speed of this change has been startling, and until 
recently research into young people’s worlds did not imply their digital activities, challenging 
social scientists to ‘keep up’ with the ubiquity of cyberspace in people’s lives (Yamada-Rice, 
2017). It seems appropriate to assume that growing up with cyberspace as an integrated part 
of society create different experiences and competencies, thoughts and reflections about the 
pros and cons of digitization than generations prior to cyberspace. Therefore in the context of 
this project it is fruitful to apply an understanding of young people as similar to adults but 
who possess different competencies (Punch, 2002). Since the research participants are in the 
higher part of the definition of young people, no specific measures were taken because of 




4.7 Ethical considerations 
 
Research ethics have gained extensive attention over the last decades (David, Tonkin, Powell, 
& Anderson, 2005). Research ethics have been criticized for being reduced to filling out 
forms and seeking clearance from an ethics committee, with informed consent, anonymity and 
confidentiality as the key strands instead of sparking a process of reflection upon ethical 
issues in the research design (Allen, 2005; Farrell, 2005; Heath et al., 2009). Alderson (2005) 
describe that for the formal requirements may contribute to reducing research ethics to an 
afterthought or the last hurdle in planning a project. In order to mitigate the potential negative 
effects of mindless application of rules and forms and come to view ethics as a strength and 
include it as a part of the whole research process (Heath et al., 2009), researchers have to 
make the ethical challenges visible and ethics need to be reflected upon and viewed as a 
strength rather than a limitation (Allen, 2005).  
 
Most of the challenges with regards to research ethics are subject to strict procedures 
employed by the national ethics committee, the Norwegian Centre for Research Data, the 
research institutions own ethical standards and the standards of the science tradition one 
adheres to. This project is approved by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data and has been 
performed in accordance with the research strategy of the Norwegian Defence Cyber 
Academy. The experiment was carried out anonymously, participation was voluntarily, and 
students could withdraw at any time. However, during the research process there are also 
other aspects that involving ethical dilemmas, both obvious and hidden, that I now will 
account for.   
 
In this project the obvious ethical challenges, are mainly concerned with the ethical aspects 
regarding the age of the participants, the context where the research is preformed, the role and 
potential influences of the researchers presence, the modes of communication with the 
participants when recruiting and gathering data and various aspects when processing the data.  
As argued in section 4.6, the age of the participants is not an issue that involves major ethical 
challenges. Nevertheless, I want to underline that all participants are handled with the outmost 
respect. The context of the experiment is that of a cyber defence exercise as a part of the 
military education. This context implies the rules and norms of the military profession. While 
the military profession traditionally is associated with a strict hierarchy, this specific CDX 
emphasizes trust between participants and superiors. This is in the acknowledgment of the 
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theme of article two, the need for a grounded communication in complex environments (Knox 
et al., 2018). It is difficult to say if military profession culture influenced research results, but 
in terms of ethical questions I am confident that the relationship between students and 
exercise control, as well as between participant and researcher was respectful. This was also 
emphasized in the recruitment of participants, that the participation was voluntarily and that 
they could withdraw from the study at any time with no questions asked.  
 
During the experiment I had a double role. I was responsible for developing the scenario of 
the exercises and was doing research. My rank at the time was second lieutenant and I 
therefore ranked well above the rank as cadet. However, developing the scenario was 
completed beforehand and my interaction with the students in the role as an exercise 
facilitator limited itself to the morning scenario briefing as showed in Figure 4. 5: 
Experimental setup. The rest of the day I had the role as a researcher receiving results from 
the student via The Hybrid Space app. If this dual role influenced the research is difficult to 
say, but any social science researcher is dependent upon a mature ethical mental model and a 
well-developed reflexivity21. Principles I try to adhere to and practice in my research.  
 
4.8 Methodological strengths and limitations 
 
The major methodological strength of this thesis is that it contributes to methodology in cyber 
operator practice by offering a framework, a method of collecting and analyzing data and 
validates the approach. However, this can also be considered a challenge with this study as it 
both defines the framework in use, and validates the same framework in a specific practice, 
by a special group of participants. Such an approach would be more exposed for experimenter 
bias, which also has to be considered a potential weakness of the study. A further weakness in 
this sense, is the lack of a control group to compare results with and a lack of other studies 
utilizing the same methodology. However, even if the relatively low number of participants 
makes the findings hard to generalize, a strength is that the collected data is easily analyzed 
and show significant results between the dependent and independent variables. This 
contributes to validating the developed and proposed methodology of the study and paves the 
way for future research efforts to enhance the proposed methodology.  
 
21 Reflexivity is achieved through “detachment, internal dialogue and constant (and intensive) scrutiny of the process 
through which the researcher constructs and questions his/her interpretation of field experiences” (Davis, Watson, & 




The major limitation of the study is the difficulty of understanding both the context of cyber 
operator work environment and the relationship to cognitive competencies in combination 
with few theoretical and methodological frameworks to develop understanding and 
experiments from. I study a complex phenomenon with vague definitions and few validated 
methods to employ. Specifically, the challenge with defining performance as addressed in part 
one of the study and measuring performance as addressed in part two of the study is a 
limitation merging from the lack of available methods to define and measure these.  
 
In this project I have tried to understand the role of cognitive competencies in cyber operator 
practice and education by applying a social cognitive and macrocognitive framework. By 
exposing my methodological foundation, I have made reference to my overall mode of 
thinking and accounted for my methodological choices. Every part of the research process is 
subject to ethical challenges, both obvious and hidden. Solving these challenges implies 
sound ethical judgement and high levels of reflexivity applied by the researcher in every part 








5 Summary of the articles 
 
In this chapter I summarize the findings in the five articles and explain how the findings 
contribute to answering the research questions. 
 
5.1 Article 1  
 
Exploring the Hybrid Space Theoretical Framework Applying Cognitive Science in Military 
Cyberspace Operations (Jøsok et al., 2016). This article was published as a book chapter in 
‘Lecture notes in Computer Science’ Volume 9774 and presented at the 10th International 
Conference on Augmented Cognition as a part of the 18th International Conference on Human 
Computer Interaction in Toronto, Canada in July 2016.  
 
The first article of this thesis presents The Hybrid Space conceptual framework. The framework 
was developed in the context of military cyber operator education with the intent to allow for 
investigation of the role of cognitive science in cyber operations. In this article we discuss the 
consequences for individual cognition when adapting to higher levels of digitization and the 
following consequences when forced to operate in a complex hybrid space with human and 
technological assets and agents. The theoretical grounding of this article is interdisciplinary, 
combining knowledge from the fields of cyber security, psychology, leadership, expertise, 
military and organizational theory.  
 
The article comprises of an introduction to The Hybrid Space conceptual framework 
supported by a literature review of the status of cognitive science in cyber operations that 
underpins the relevance of The Hybrid Space. In the literature review we identify three 
aspects that guide the work in this PhD project.  
 
First, the literature review revealed that introduction of terms with the prefix cyber is 
emerging in military literature. This is attributed to acknowledgement of the cyberspace as an 
operational domain and a heightened awareness of cyber related matters in strategy and policy 
articles as well as in budgets and education, training and exercises. We find that the 
heightened awareness is materializing in terms like cyber power, cyberspace operations and 
cyber deterrence emerging in an effort to describe and highlight the importance of related 
activities. With grounding in the first part of the literature review we posit that future military 
personnel, in all branches, will encounter the raised complexity of joint military operations 
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with cyberspace as the key enabler. We argue that the constant change and complexity of 
cyberspace raise the demands for the structure and content of education and training, the need 
for a better understanding of the relationships between cyberspace and the physical domains 
and better understanding of the cognitive challenges cyberspace presents. 
 
Second, we identified that current approaches to understanding cyberspace and its 
implications to military operations are insufficient. The research areas of cyber-physical 
systems and socio-technical systems are discussed in light of The Hybrid Space conceptual 
framework. Both research approaches are found to be limiting to describe the role of 
cyberspace in military operations. We therefore advocate for a more holistic understanding of 
cyberspace that acknowledge the two existing approaches and include them as a part of The 
Hybrid Space conceptual framework. The following discussion exposes that the integration of 
cyberspace into military operations presents a research gap that concerns more than just 
understanding cyberspace from a technological or human factor view. We conclude that the 
current situation is characterized by a lack of understanding of the human factors.  
 
Third, the literature review reveals a growing number of researchers advocating for a varied 
skill-set amongst cyber operators. However, what exactly the varied skill-set are, over and 
above the technical proficiency needed to enter and operate in cyberspace, are not defined 
sufficiently to implement these in education and training. We discuss the application of The 
Hybrid Space conceptual framework as a tool capable of framing the complex work 
environment of young cyber operators and hypothesize the cognitive demands and 
corresponding skill-sets needed to master such environments. We posit that operating in The 
Hybrid Space requires cognitive competencies like metacognition, self-regulation and 
cognitive agility.  
 
We propose a framework - The Hybrid Space conceptual framework - allowing for the 
research and application of psychological concepts in assessment, training and action. This 
article therefore contributes to answer the first research question by presenting a conceptual 
framework capable of describing the cognitive work environment of cyber operators. 





5.2 Article 2  
 
Socio-technical communication: The Hybrid Space and the OLB-Model for science-based 
cyber education. (Knox et al., 2018). The article was published in the journal of Military 
Psychology in July 2018.  
 
In this article we present the Orientate, Locate, Bridge (OLB) Model which extends The 
Hybrid Space conceptual framework presented in article one by applying it to develop the 
OLB-Model. We utilize The Hybrid Space as a blueprint to investigate communicative 
challenges between different military ranks when performing cyber operations. The OLB-
Model is proposed as a tool capable of mitigating the identified and discussed communicative 
challenges. Application of the OLB-Model in cyber operator education and training at the 
NDCA is dicussed.  
 
The article comprises of an introduction to the OLB-Model supported by a literature review of 
the role of communication in safety-critical contexts. Applications of the OLB-Model in 
cyber operator education are presented.  
 
The literature review discloses that lessons from safety-critical, socio-technical systems 
demonstrate the importance of the human factor and communication. The review does not 
identify any lessons or models within the research literature that focus on the role of 
communication in military cyber operations. Consequently, in this article we identify a need 
to study communication in the context of cyber operations. With support from the literature 
review we specifically identify a mutual need for perspective-taking skills between 
communication partners to understand others’ need for information, their mental workload, 
and awareness concerning one’s own momentary cognitive states and susceptibilities, as well 
as available strategies to adapt to the communication partners’ preferences. Common ground 
theory provides the theoretical framework for understanding these elements of successful 
social interaction where partners are able to co-construct a shared mental model that can 
support a shared consciousness. Based on the abovementioned aspects we present the three 
stages of the OLB-Model and show the important role of grounded communication by 
exemplifying a young cyber operator presenting a recognized cyber picture to a senior non-




Phase 1: Orienting—momentary metacognitive awareness of one’s cognitive location in The 
Hybrid Space.  
Phase 2: Locating—accurately judge the communication partners’ cognitive location in The 
Hybrid Space.  
Phase 3: Bridging—adapting content and style to ensure grounding for appropriate 
communication to construct a shared mental model of the current situation. 
 
We further disclose how the NDCA scaffolds its curriculum to educate cyber operators to 
communicate efficiently in cyber operations, as shown in figure 5.1: OLB pedagogy at the 




Figure 5. 1: OLB pedagogy at the NDCA 
 
In this article we also provide examples of how application of the OLB-Model can improve 
grounded communication in hybrid and multi-domain environments, better regulatory 
behaviors and improve team communications.  
 
We conclude that educators of military cyber operators need to acknowledge the need to teach 
and train the non-technical competencies of cyber operators. To improve communication, we 
show how enhanced metacognitive skills and mutual perspective-taking competencies can be 
included in education. We also show how The Hybrid Space conceptual framework can be 
used to locate communication partners within a cognitive space determined by 
tactical/strategic and cyber-physical/sociotechnical dimensions. In this way article two 
answers research question two by proposing the three-phase OLB model to describe dyadic 
interaction in The Hybrid Space. This article also informs research question five as it shows a 





5.3 Article 3 
 
Macrocognition applied to The Hybrid Space: Team environment, functions and processes in 
cyber operations (Jøsok et al., 2017). The article was published as a book chapter in ‘Lecture 
notes in Computer Science’ Volume 10285 and presented at the 11th International Conference 
on Augmented Cognition as a part of the 19th International Conference on Human Computer 
Interaction in Vancouver, Canada in July 2017. 
 
In this article we discuss the environment, functions and processes of cyber operator teams. 
The article builds on findings and insights from articles one and two - and populates The 
Hybrid Space by including team aspects. In this article we discuss the role of macrocognition 
in cyber operator teams during CDXs, as part of their bachelor’s degree education. We 
present the macrocognitive framework and discuss the role of macrocognition in The Hybrid 
Space context. Application of the macrocognitive framework during conduct of CDXs at the 
NDCA is discussed.   
 
The literature review of cyber operator teams reveals a focus on utilizing technology to aid 
individual cyber operators for better sense-making and decision making. Little research is 
found addressing the team dynamics of cyber teams, despite the fact that lessons from other 
performance critical domains reveal that team dynamics are essential to performance. We 
therefore conclude that there is a limited understanding, and a research gap, concerning team 
functions and processes in cyber operations, despite the fact that cyber operators are working 
in teams.  
 
The environment described by The Hybrid Space conceptual framework is found to resemble 
the features of a macrocognitive environment. Therefore, the two frameworks are juxtaposed 
to gain a better understanding of the functions and processes that occur in hybrid and 
macrocognitive environments. In this way we use research in the area of macrocognition and 
discuss the applicability to cyber operator teams.   
 
The literature review identifies three factors that can contribute to the breakdown of cyber 
team performance; team structure, team communication and information overload. These 
factors are discussed in the context of the macrocognitive framework. We conclude that the 
complexities of The Hybrid Space are found to require cross-domain reciprocal collaboration 
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between team members as well as a flexible team structure that can adapt to changing goals or 
demands. Formal hierarchy and information load are found to limit the communication 
between team members. Lack of communication limits performance of the team and should 
be accounted for in educational and training efforts. We propose utilizing new educational 
paradigms that empower students and foster a collaborative and creative learning 
environment. Examples and experiences from conducting CDXs at the NDCA are discussed. 
 
Article three answers research question three by describing team interaction in The Hybrid 
Space, informs research question four by identifying factors that contribute to breakdown of 
cyber operator performance. 
 
5.4 Article 4 
 
Development and application of The Hybrid Space app for measuring cognitive focus in 
hybrid contexts (Jøsok, Hedberg, Knox, Helkala, Sütterlin, et al., 2018). The article was 
published as a book chapter in ‘Lecture notes in Computer Science’ Volume 10915 and 
presented at the 12th International Conference on Augmented Cognition as a part of the 20th 
International Conference on Human Computer Interaction in Las Vegas, Nevada in July 2018. 
 
In this article we present the operationalization of cognitive agility by utilizing The Hybrid 
Space conceptual framework. The article presents the development of a self-report software, 
The Hybrid Space app, to help capture, visualize and analyze the cognitive focus of 
individuals and teams operating / conducting cyber operations. Further, an example describes 
the context in which the software was applied to capture cognitive focus of a cohort of cyber 
cadets at the NDCA participating in a four-day CDX. Examples of collected data are 
presented and the applicability of the software is discussed. 
 
This article defines cognitive agility as; “…the ability to be attentionally flexible, where 
flexible expansion and contraction of cognitive focus allows for both panoramic and selected 
attention in The Hybrid Space” (p. 2). The literature review on how to capture cyber operator 
thinking processes concludes that there are no available methods that are designed to capture 
the cognitive focus of cyber operators when performing cyber operations. Hence, in this 
article we utilize The Hybrid Space as a tool to capture the cognitive focus of cyber operators. 
The operationalization of the cognitive movements is presented as in figure 4.4. The Hybrid 
Space app is described and the necessary instructions to download and apply the software are 
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made available free of charge. Example data captured with the software during the 2017 CDX 
performed at the NDCA is presented (See figure 4.3). 
 
The Hybrid Space app is a tool providing the researcher with a developed software and 
method of capturing and visualizing momentary cognitive focus and the dynamics of 
individuals in Hybrid Space contexts. Compared to other methods of cognitive data collection 
like CTA, fMRI or EEG22, using The Hybrid Space app gives access to new and qualitatively 
different data on individual cognitive dynamics with a minimum of intrusion. The software 
further provides the opportunity to visualize the cognitive agility of cyber operators and teams 
for research, training and feedback purposes. The Hybrid Space app provides necessary 
computation options of variables and displays various measures of movement in The Hybrid 
Space, on individual and group level. Applicable contexts and further development are 
discussed. 
 
Article four contributes to answering research question four by presenting the cognitive 
agility construct as a potential performance measure in cyber operations and in this way 
linking cognitive competencies and cyber operator performance. This article also helps 
answering research question five as it makes use of The Hybrid Space framework in design of 
the Hybrid Space app and the development of a method to collect and analyze cyber operator 
cognitive data. 
 
5.5 Article 5 
 
Self-regulation and cognitive agility in cyber operations (Jøsok et al., 2019). The article was 
published online in the Frontiers in Psychology Journal in April 2019. 
 
In the fifth article we aimed to put the developed theory and methodology to use by 
investigating the association between self-regulation and cognitive agility in The Hybrid 
Space.  
 
We extend the knowledge developed in the previous articles by using The Hybrid Space 
conceptual framework, revealing individual and team cognitive location in The Hybrid Space, 
 




investigating cognitive agility in relation to self-regulation through operationalization of The 
Hybrid Space and The Hybrid Space App.  
 
The state of art in this article concludes that cyber operator tasks, competence requirements, 
and performance are unsettled concepts that lack clear definition and guidelines to support 
selection, education, and training. We advocate that proper education and training of such 
personnel requires new insight into the competencies that are beyond cyber specific technical 
skills, in order to govern the complexity of operating in a cyber-physical hybrid environment. 
 
The research project presented in this article contributes to the debate on military cyber 
personnel competencies by discussing how cyber defence operator’s level of self-regulation 
can contribute to their performance in operations. We hypothesized that higher levels of self-
regulation predict higher levels of cognitive agility as measured by cognitive movement in 
The Hybrid Space conceptual framework. 
 
The results support the hypothesis by showing that self-regulation predicts cognitive agility in 
cyber operators when performing defensive cyber operations during a CDX. As found in the 
first article of this thesis, theories of cyber operator competencies highlight that cyber 
operators need a varied skill-set and competencies beyond technical proficiency to perform 
well. Results are in line with theories of cyber operator competencies, and we contribute to 
cyber operator competence profiles by confirming that cyber operators’ self-regulation is 
associated with performance in cyber operations. This work highlights the need to focus on 
developing cyber operators’ cognitive competencies as pathways to better performance.  
 
Article five answers research question six by associating self-regulation and cognitive agility 
in The Hybrid Space. This article also lay the foundation for answering research question four 
by providing empirical evidence for the connection between cognitive competencies and 
cyber operator performance. Finally, the findings in this article informs research question five 





6 Concluding remarks 
 
The challenge to cyber operators is to have the technological fidelity to conduct cyber 
operations and simultaneously understand the operational environment in which they operate. 
As the aim in this thesis is to uncover the role of cognitive competencies, the result informs 
the future direction of education of cyber operators. There is reason to believe that the role of 
cognitive competencies is to support the cyber operator in all parts of performing cyber 
operations through better self-regulation and cognitive agility. Self-regulation might be a key 
cognitive competency that supports exercise of other cognitive competencies that can in turn, 
support cyber operator performance. Cognitive agility is proposed as specific cognitive 
competency associated with cyber operator performance.  
 
The combined literature reviews in articles one to six in concert with chapter 2 of this 
extended abstract have outlined the prior research efforts into cyber operator competencies. In 
this thesis I document research gaps in the areas of; cyber operator cognitive work 
environment; cyber operator practice; and description and empirical underpinning of cyber 
operator cognitive competencies. This thesis contributes to the research community by 
directing attention to the role of cognitive competencies in cyber operations and can guide 
future research by providing a conceptual framework capable of framing cyber operator 
cognitive work environment and enabling research on cyber operator performance. 
Additionally, this PhD can inform education and training of this new category of personnel by 
employing the framework, models, methodology and theory developed as a part of this 
project. 
 
In this final chapter I present the main contributions and implications in this PhD. 
Presentation of the contributions are divided into three sections; conceptual, methodological 
and empirical. I also discuss the limitations and possibilities for further research. 
 
6.1 Conceptual contributions 
 
The first part of this project is concerned with development and exploration of The Hybrid 
Space conceptual framework. The Hybrid Space conceptual framework is developed to 
capture the complexity of cyber operator work environment and through articles one to three, 
I populate The Hybrid Space in order to describe the cognitive work environment of cyber 
operators. This includes describing dyadic interaction and team interaction in The Hybrid 
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Space. Throughout the PhD project I employ The Hybrid Space conceptual framework to 
develop the understanding of cyber operator practice and the implications for military 
operations and national security. In article two The Hybrid Space is specifically utilized along 
with principles of cognitive engineering to develop the OLB-model; capable of mitigating 
communicative challenges in cyber operations through application in education and training. 
In article three The Hybrid Space is utilized in conjunction with the macrocognitive 
perspective to describe cyber operator team interaction and inform development of realistic 
cyber operator training. 
 
The conceptual contributions therefore contribute to answer the first research question by 
presenting a conceptual framework capable of describing the cognitive work environment of 
cyber operators. In this way article two answers research question two by proposing the three-
phase OLB model to describe dyadic interaction in The Hybrid Space. Article three answers 
research question three by describing team interaction in The Hybrid Space and informs 
research question four by identifying factors that contribute to breakdown of cyber operator 
performance. 
 
6.2 Methodological contributions 
 
The second part of this project is concerned with developing a method and a software to 
collect empirical data on cyber operator cognitive competencies. To achieve this objective, I 
have in this thesis attempted to make a methodological contribution in how to study cognitive 
competencies of cyber operators. This effort required a review of existing methodological 
frameworks and tools as well as an assessment of their applicability. However, the absence of 
established methodology in cyber operator competency research required the development of 
new methodology and tools to be able to capture the necessary data.  
 
The major methodological contribution in this respect was the development and application of 
the Hybrid Space app. In order to make data collection possible, this software was specified, 
programmed and put to use as a part of this thesis. This development is thoroughly 
documented in article four and chapter 4 of this extended abstract. Collected data was 
analyzed and disseminated in article five. The software is made available online for anyone 




The second methodological contribution is the cognitive agility construct. The first part of this 
project revealed that the complexities and insecurities of the cyber operator work environment 
means that there are currently no established performance measures for cyber operators. This 
implies that competence requirements are difficult to carve out in the absence of 
measurements of success. In this thesis, I have reviewed the current status of performance 
measures and available tools to measure cyber operator effectiveness and critiqued these for 
being too technically focused. Assessing cognitive competencies therefore required 
development of a method to capture cognitive focus and operationalize cognitive manoeuvre 
in order to be able to analyze individual cyber operator performance. The cognitive agility 
construct was developed to operationalize performance of cyber operators. Development of 
the construct is presented in chapter 3 and articles four and five. In article five, I validate that 
this approach is capable of producing statistically significant results. 
 
The two abovementioned methodological contributions help answer research question five by 
make available the Hybrid Space app and the accompanying method to collect and analyze 
cyber operator cognitive agility. Research question four is answered by linking cognitive 
competencies and cyber operator performance by developing the cognitive agility construct.  
These are important contributions to a new area of research with few established 
methodologies.  
 
6.3 Empirical contributions 
 
The third part of this project is concerned with collecting and analyzing quantitative data on 
cyber operator cognitive agility. In article five, the proposed importance of cognitive agility 
was empirically validated by employing a well-researched cognitive construct: self-
regulation, grounded in social cognitive theory. Individual level of self-regulation was 
associated with cognitive agility and cyber operator performance. Even with the limitations of 
a naturalistic research environment and the issue of measuring cyber operator performance 
discussed in chapter 4, the results give strong indications that the cognitive competencies that 
aid the operator in regulating own thoughts and actions are associated with performance. 
These results are important as empirical underpinned knowledge about the role of the 
cognitive competencies of cyber operators is absent from the research literature. The 
empirical data has contributed to knowledge and understanding about the relationship 
between cognitive competencies and cyber operator practice and education that can inform 






Given how this thesis addresses an issue that is highly relevant for politicians, professionals 
and individuals, in Norway and beyond, I find it important to include some possible 
implications of this thesis. I therefore describe some of those implications for national policy 
makers, military education and competence development of citizens of society before ending 
with addressing limitations and future work.  
 
6.4.1 Implications for national policy makers 
 
In a digitized society, cyberspace is an integral part of almost all human activity. Cyber 
operator practice is a result of the need for nations to be able to project cyber power and 
defend from foreign cyber power projection. From a national security perspective, policy 
makers need to acknowledge the perils of digitization, as well as the promises offered. The 
digitization optimism present in contemporary society, might obfuscate other imperceptible 
aspects and long-term unintended consequences of a highly digitized society. Already 
exposed consequences include the possibility for foreign powers to influence elections and 
threaten democracy in and through cyberspace as well as digital economies which are highly 
dependent on cyberspace to function. This can make policy makers aware of the need to 
decide to invest in efforts to defend citizens and society against cyber-attacks. This thesis 
shows that effective defence against such threats, include investment in people and 
competencies in addition to investment in technology.  
 
6.4.2 Implications for military education 
 
Cyberspace adds a new domain to warfare that also melds with the traditional domains. The 
intangible and complex nature of cyberspace requires in depth technical competence to 
operate in, but it also reduces the distance between the strategic and tactical level; challenging 
the codes of conduct in the traditional military hierarchy. For the employment of cyber power 
to be effective, tight cooperation between strategic, operational and tactical level is required. 
This forces senior commanders to bridge with young cyber operators in ways that were 
inconceivable few years ago, because cyber operators potentially hold power to influence 
events at operational and strategic level in and through cyberspace. The literature reviews in 
article one to three support this argument and advocate for the need to develop the strategic 
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appreciation of cyber operators situated at the tactical level, as well as to re-educate senior 
commanders in the utility of cyber power.  
 
Traditionally, military recruits have been selected on the basis of physical and mental 
aptitude. While some parts of the military still require traditional selection strategies, it is hard 
to find arguments that support the same need for cyber operators. Their aptitude for 
conducting cyber operations and manoeuvre in The Hybrid Space first and foremost is based 
on cognitive competencies and technical proficiency. I have shown in this thesis that 
cognitive competencies could be a future pathway for the selection and training of cyber 
personnel. Article two and three present specific suggestions on how cognitive competencies 
can be implemented into cyber operator education and training to augment the development 
and application of technical competence. While the research in this thesis cannot conclude 
decisively the role of cognitive competencies in cyber operator practice an education, it is a 
promising way forward that future research should explore. If self-regulation acts as a core 
competency that supports the cyber operator performance, this could potentially be included 
in the selection, education and training of cyber operators. 
 
6.4.3 Implications in a wider context 
 
While this study has been performed in the context of Norwegian military cyber operator 
practice and education, and results inform development of these practices; the combined 
contributions of this thesis can also inspire and inform a wider audience. As defined in the 
introduction of this thesis; the cyber security workforce consists of both military and civilian 
cyber operators. The findings, conclusions and implications presented could therefore also 
inform civilian cyber operator practice and education in Norway and beyond. Especially since 
the tasks that military and civilian cyber operators perform share many of the same 
characteristics, and that defence from cyber threats in a national security perspective requires 
extensive civil-military and private-professional cooperation. Such cooperation would benefit 
from applying similar conceptual frameworks.  
 
Research efforts in civilian cyber operator practice and education could apply the methods 
developed in this thesis. However, this would require a reframing of the context from military 
operations to business operation. The Hybrid Space app can be adjusted accordingly as 
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outlined in article four. E.g. changing the tactical and strategic legend on the y-axis to other 
suitable legends to frame the cognitive environment of the corresponding context.  
As discussed in this thesis, education and professional qualifications of cyber officers is 
difficult to describe due to the complexity of the work environment, the pace of change in 
cyberspace, the lack of performance measures and the cognitive nature of work. This can also 
be argued to be characteristics valid for a wider audience in a digitized society. The 
omnipresence of cyberspace in contemporary society, the intangible characteristics of 
cyberspace, the rapid developments in the cyber technology and application of that 
technology exposes all digital citizens to cyber-attacks and influence activities. In light of 
these factors, insights from working with this thesis include that the competence requirements 
of digital citizens at all ages are rapidly changing. In my opinion being a competent digital 
citizen require more than the ability to operate digital artefacts. This thesis suggests self-
regulation as one cognitive competence that potentially could augment the education of digital 
citizens. And the proposed similarity in competence structures of cyber officers and digital 
citizens in chapter 3 might suggest that research in the two areas can inform each other. 
6.5 Limitations  
 
Advancing towards the end of this thesis, I will first address some of the overall limitations of 
this thesis before addressing the question of future directions of cyber operator competence 
research. 
 
A widely addressed challenge, within the area of cyber operations and cyber operator 
competencies, is that there are no unifying definitions of the concepts. Further there are a 
number of similar terms used interchangeably, none with clear definitions. The definitions 
offered by researchers are often very broad, with the intent of covering all aspects of a 
concept, or very specific failing to cover the different elements of the concept. This situation 
is very limiting to this thesis, as a researcher has to define concepts to be able to advance in 
the research process, however knowingly with vague definitions. As stated in chapter 4, this 
limitation become visible in The Hybrid Space as it cannot be stated a model or clear 
representation of reality but has to be considered a conceptual framework.  
 
A variety of issues relating to cyberspace are presenting researchers with research challenges. 
One is the complexities and intangible nature of cyber operator work environment, which 
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makes it challenging to understand and to research. As discussed in chapter 4, a variety of 
scientific traditions are combined in cyber operator practice. Therefore, one of the most 
elaborated challenges is the need for interdisciplinary research efforts. This currently seems 
the most rewarding way to approach the challenges presented. However, it also complexifies 
research as several traditions have to be joined to be able to advance in knowledge, adding 
complexity to the process as ontological and epistemological beliefs also are juxtaposed. 
Combining the factors mentioned above creates significant methodological challenges to 
research on cyber operator practice. One example is that to inform conceptual understanding 
of the cyber operator environment literature reviews has to include several areas of research. 
Something that reduces consistency of findings and hence must be considered a limitation.  
 
A lack of established theory and methodology within the area of cyber operator practice is a 
limitation. In this thesis this is mitigated by augmenting theory and developing methodology. 
However, it has to be considered a limitation as the applied theory is one of a kind for this 
project and the applied methods are not validated by other researchers. One example is the 
cognitive agility construct that is proposed as cognitive competency that can quantify cyber 
operator performance. While this thesis proposes cognitive agility as a performance measure, 
this cannot be concluded decisively because of the limited number of participants in this 
research.  
 
The conduct of the experiment by utilizing the annual CDX at the NDCA is not a limitation 
on its own, but the fact that the experimental conditions would be almost impossible to 
regenerate by other researchers would by many be defined as a limitation. Also, the special 
category participant of this study would be hard to find elsewhere. This also makes it 
impossible to generalize the result to a larger population.  
 
The ability to project cyberpower and to defend against foreign cyberpower is an issue of 
national security and often subject to secrecy and strictly guarded capabilities. Therefore, 
gaining access to research cyber operator practice and getting the necessary clearance to 
disseminate results will be a limitation and a research challenge not only for this thesis, but 






6.6 Future work  
 
The disseminated results and the research gaps identified in this thesis inform future research 
possibilities. Future research should venture into the challenge of describing cyber operator 
practice better in order to lay the foundation for advanced understanding and research into this 
area. One possibility is to decompose and analyze cyber operator tasks by utilizing cognitive 
load theory and utilize established cognitive load methodology, alone or in conjunction with 
The Hybrid Space app, to advance in understanding of the cognitive requirements of different 
tasks. A possible research area is how to perform interdisciplinary research on cyber operator 
competence and should include the development of research methodology, methods and 
metrics. Future research could aim at finding out how cognitive aptitude can inform selection 
and how development of cognitive competencies can be implemented in cyber operator 
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Cyber Operator Competencies: The Role of Cognitive Competencies in Cyber 
Operator Practice and Education
The theme of this thesis is the role of cognitive competencies in cyber operator 
practice and education. Cyber operator practice is a new field of research where 
the importance and attention is growing rapidly. Research has accumulated a 
solid amount of knowledge about the technical skills required by a cyber op-
erator. However, less is known about the cognitive competencies that support 
cyber operator proficiency. In order to gain insight into the cognitive demands of 
cyber operators, the cognitions of young cyber officers attending the Norwegian 
Defence Cyber Academy have been studied. Findings contributes to the develop-
ment of theory and evidence-based knowledge needed to develop educational 
guidelines for the cyber operator workforce.
Findings indicate that knowledge and understanding of cyberspace as a domain 
of operations and the cognitive competencies supporting cyber operator profi-
ciency are limited. Cognitive agility is proposed as a cognitive competency and 
is associated with higher levels of self-regulation. These findings suggest that 
cognitive competencies can indeed support cyber operator performance. This 
thesis therefore contributes to cyber operator practice and education by suggest-
ing that education and training would benefit from including the development of 
cognitive competencies alongside the technical education and training needed 
to become a cyber operator. In this way, this thesis adds new insight and perspec-
tive into the novel area of cyber operator practice. The results provide the first 
indications that cyber operator performance can be supported by the develop-
ment of cognitive competencies during education.
The Role of Cognitive Competencies in Cyber Operator 
Practice and Education
$§§
